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ABSTRACT 
Because MIOl is nearly face-on, it provides an excellent laboratory in which to study the distribution 

of X-ray emitting gas in a typical late-type spiral galaxy. We obtained a Chandra observation with a 
cumulative exposure of roughly 1 Ms to study the diffuse X-ray emission in MlOl. The bulk of the 
X-ray emission is correlated with the star formation traced by the FUV emission. The global FUV jX
ray correlation is non-linear (the X-ray surface brightness is roughly proportional to the square root of 
the FUV surface brightness) and the small-scale correlation is poor, probably due to the delay between 
the FUV emission and the X-ray production ill star-forming regions. The X-ray emission contains only 
minor contributions from unresolved stars (;:5 3%), unresolved X-ray point sources (;:5 4%), and individual 
supernova remnants (rv 3%). The global spectrum of the diffuse emission can be reasonably well fitted 
with a three component thermal model, but the fitted temperatures are not unique; many distributions 
of emission measure can produce the same temperatures when observed with the current CCD energy 
resolution. The spectrum of the diffuse emission depends on the environment; regions with higher X-ray 
surface brightnesses have relatively stronger hard components, but there is no significant evidence that the 
temperatures of the emitting components increase with surface brightness. 

Subject headings: galaxies: X-rays - galaxies: ISM - galaxies: individual (MIOl, NGC 5457) 

1. Introduction 

M10l is an excellent target for X-ray studies of the 
hot ISM. At a distance of only 6.8 Mpc (Saha et al. 
2006) the plate scale is 32.5 pc arcseC1 , so the effective 
resolution is limited by the count rate rather than by 
the PSF. Although close and large (D25=28~84, de Vau
couleurs et al. 1991), the bulk of the bright X-ray emit
ting disk fits within the FOV of a single ACIS chip. 
Since M10l is close to fac(,'-on (i= 27° Kamphuis 1993) 
correlation of X-ray emission with the underlying disk 
features is trivial, though separation of disk emission 
from halo emission is very difficult. Even for its posi
tion at (C,b) = (102.0°,59.8°), the absorbing Galactic 
column is very low, 9 X 1019 cm - 2, meaning that X
ray studies of M101 can extend to much lower energies 
than X-ray studies of other nearby galaxies. As a result 
of these sterling qualities, MlOl has been the object of 
a great deal of study so that this X-ray study is sup
ported by a plethora of ancillary data, including some 

gas-phase abundances. 

MIOl is a prototypical Sci galaxy (Sandage & Bedke 
1994) although some classifications place it somewhat 
later (SAB(rs)cdI, de Vaucouleurs et al. 1991). M10l 
shows bright nuclear emission in the central 0~25-0~5 
at most wavelengths. The optical disk inside '" 3' 
is relatively uniform with two or three discontinuous 
arms. Outside of that radius the optical emission is 
dominated by a series of individual arms that are often 
strongly bent. The outer disk is strongly asymmet
ric in H I and the UV. extending much further to the 
northeast than the southwest. That asymmetry sug
gests dynamical interaction of M10l with the nearby 
dwarf galaxy NGC 5471, while the linear arms with 
angnlar breaks suggest "massive disturbers" within the 
MlOl disk (Waller et al. 1997). These dynamical in
teractions may be increasing the star-formation, which 
is somewhat stronger on the side of the galaxy that is 
more disturbed. However, although M10l is a vigor-



ously star-forming galaxy, it is by no means a "star
burst" galaxy. The specific far-IR flux of M101 is not 
much greater than that of the Milky Way (provide val
ues here). It should also be noted that M101 has a 
normal UV morphology and does not have an extended 
UV disk in the manner of M83 (Thilker et al. 2007). 

A number of large star-forming regions in M101 have 
their own NGC numbers. Of these, NGC 5471, NGC 
.5462, NGC 5461, NGC 5455. and NGC 5450/NGC 5447 
are X-ray bright. Although not all of these objects de
serve the label "giant H II regions", for convenience 
they will be referred to in that manner in this work. 
The detailed analysis of these objects will not be in
cluded here, though some are included in the general 
analysis of the diffuse emission. 

Our previous Chandra study of M101 (KSPM, Kuntz 
et a1. 2003) showed that 1) the X-ray emission is cor
related with star-forming regions 2) the X-ray emis
sion is well characterized by two thermal components, 
and 3) the relative contributions of those two compo
nents does not vary strongly with location within the 
disk. Although we argued for a degree of uniformity, 
the data required averaging over very large areas in or
der to accumulate enough counts to produce reasonable 
statistics for the hardness ratio. The object of the cur
rent study was to acquire a sufficiently deep exposure 
that one could measure the hardness ratios over much 
smaller areas. Measuring the spectral variation with 
location can then be used to constrain the nature of 
the underlying emission sources in the absence of the 
ability to resolve the individual emission sources. 

In this study of M101 we will show the following: 1) 
The global correlation between X-ray and FUV emis
sion is non-linear, and the one-to-one correlation be
tween X-ray and FUV "knots" is poor, as simple consid
erations of the evolution of star-forming regions would 
suggest. The correlation can be used to show that the 
bulk of the X-ray emission is due to current or recent 
star formation. 2) The global spectrum is not well fit 
by two thermal components; three thermal components 
are better, but still unsatisfactory, and simple distribu
tions of emission measure do no better. 3) The spec
trum depends upon the local environment; regions with 
higher surface brightnesses have harder spectra, but 
there is no strong evidence for higher temperatures, just 
higher emission measures for the harder components. 

In the following paper, §2 describes the data and 
their initial reduction. We describe the construction 
and removal of the different backgrounds and fore
grounds from the images, and the mosaicking of the X
ray images in §3. A brief comparison of the X-ray, FUV, 
and optical morphology occupies §§3.2 and 3.3, while 
§3.4 describes the construction and implications of the 
hardness ratio maps. We describe the construction of 
the spectra of all of the components not due to diffuse 
emission in M101, as well as the external constraints on 
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the spectral fitting in §§4.0 through 4.4. The spectral 
fits of the global spectrum are described in §4.5, while 
the change in spectral shape with surface brightness is 
explored in §4.6. The discussion, §5, is primarily con
cerned with the fraction of the X-ray emission that is 
truly diffuse and its relation to the FUV emission. We 
then compare the results of the spectral fits with those 
from other spiral galaxies. 

In the interest of cleaner typesetting, easier reading, 
and the conservation of ink, all surface brightnesses in 
this paper are in units of photons cm- 2 S-l arcsec-2 

which will be referred to as surface brightness units 
(akin to line units) and abbreviated as sbu. 

2. Data 

2.1. Chandra 

The Chandra observations were originally planned 
as six observations with the center of the ACIS-S3 chip 
placed 011 the center of the galaxy. The exposures were 
to be taken two months apart, allowing the natural roll 
of the spacecraft to place the ot her ACIS chips in circles 
covering a large fraction of the outer disk and nearby 
background. A seventh observation was planned for 
which the ACIS-S optical axis was placed between the 
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Fig. 1 The FOV of the various detectors superim
posed upon the Digital Sky Survey B2 image. White 
squares: the ACIS-S3 chip positions, black squares: 
the ACIS-S2 chip positions, dashed black squares: the 
ACIS-Sl chip positions, dotted black squares: other 
Chandra data, dashed black circles: the XMM-Newton 
FOV (the center is excluded) inner dotted black circle: 
the D25 region, outel' dotted black circle: the inner ra
dius of the annulus from which the ROSAT data were 
extracted. 



TABLE 1 

MI0l 

EXpORllrf'; ObHid Date PI EXp()Sllr~ 

Segluent (ks) 

9:l4 2000-0:1-2ti Suowdeu 96.74 
20()5 200()"10-29 Prestwich 9.6:1 
2779 2002-10-31 Wang 11.95 

Mega1 4731 2004-01-19 Kuntz 56.24 
Mcga1 1i297 2004-01-24 Kuntz 12.48 
Mega1 5296 2004-01-21 Kuntz :1.22 

5300 2004-0:1-07 Kuntz 52.09 
Mega2 5309 2004-03-14 Kuntz 71.o~ 

Mega2 4732 2004-03-19 Kuntz 70.69 
Mcga3 !j322 2004-05-03 Kuntz 61.70 
Mega3 4733 2004-05-07 Kuntz 6.26 
Mega3 532:1 2004-05-09 Kuntz 42.41 
Mega4 5337 2004-07-05 Kuntz 9.94 
Mega4 S33R 2004-07-06 Kl1nt7. 2,\.,,7 
Mega4 5339 2004-07-07 Kuntz 14.32 
Mega4 5340 2004-07-08 Kuntz 54.42 
Mcga4 4734 2004-07-11 Kuntz 35.47 
Mega5 6114 2004-09-05 Kuntz 42.17 
Mega5 6115 2004-09-08 Kuntz :35.74 
Mega5 ti11/l 2004-09-11 Kuntz 11.40 
Mega5 4735 2004-09-12 Kuntz 28.78 
Mega6 4736 2004-11-01 Kuntz 70.34 
Mega6 6152 2004-11-07 Kuntz 16.31 

Mega7 6170 2004-12-22 Kuntz 47.94 
Mega7 61711 2004-12-24 Knub: 40.06 
Mega7 0169 2004-12-30 Kuntz 29.37 
Mega7 4737 2005-01-01 Kuntz 21.85 

~Soft Proton Contamination 

giant H II regions NGC 5461 and NGC 5462, allow
ing some fraction of the ACIS-S3 chip to measure the 
background off of the galactic disk. However, heating of 
the EPHIN became a problem, so each observation was 
broken into several (two to five) shorter observations, 
and the roll angles were allowed to vary. As a point of 
nomenclature, each of the originally planned observa
tions will be referred to here as all observation segment, 
numbered Ml through M7, each of which is composed 
of a number of individual obsids. To the current pro
gram data were added a number of archival exposures 
All of the data were downloaded from the archive and 
reprocessed using CIAO 3.4 and CALDB 3.4. 

Light Curve Cleaning: 1:<or each obsid, the 2.0-7.0 
keY light curve was constructed for the ACIS-S3 data, 
which are most sensitive to soft proton contamination 
and enhancements in the particle background. We used 
a method similar to that described in Kuntz & Snowden 
(2008) to remove time periods strongly affected by soft 
proton flares. As with all such methods, any relatively 
constant and/or low intensity soft proton contamina
tion will not be removed. 

Point Sonrce Detection/Removal: Point source 
detection was done with the CIAO routine wavde
tecto The detections were made in multiple overlap
ping broad bands, and positions were refined using the 
cross-correlation of PSF models with the data. The 
details of the poiut source allalysis will appear else-

EXPOSURES 

Roll Position COlllnlf':nts 
(0 ) (C>, J) 

150.42 210.1l0l5,54.Jti079 
:l.2 210.8675,54.34844 
4.9 211.1378.54.:19713 

79.7 210.8207,54.39339 
79.7 210.8207,54.39339 Rcsidual SPC" in S1 and S3 
79.7 210.8207,54.39339 Strong Flares 

129.04 210.8037,54.34877 
141.20 210.7440,54.J7~79 

141.20 210.7446,54.37880 
190.31 21O.72Gl,54.34239 
194.29 210.7270,54.33924 Strong flares. orig. 24.24ks 
195.71 210.7275.54.:13816 
246.18 210.7693,54.30774 
246.11' 210.7693,M.30774 
246.18 210.7693,54.30774 Residual SPC in SI and S3 
246.18 210.7693.54.30774 
24G.18 210.7G93.54.30774 
308.12 210.8497,54.31175 Strong flares, orig. 66.20ks 
308.12 210.8497,54.31174 
30~.12 210.1'!497.54.311I'!O Residual SPC in Sl and SS 
308.12 210.8497,54.31175 

9.29 210.8816.54.35441 
9.29 210.8816,54.35441 Strong flares, originally 44.09ks 

Residual SPC in S3 but not 51 
53.702 210.9572,54.36362 Possible residual SPC in Sl 
53.702 210.91172,114.:16362 

5!U,6 210.9501<,54.36399 
61.926 210.9566,54.36415 
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where. Only sources with signal-to-noise ratios greater 
than three in the 0 .. 5-2.0 keY band were retained in 
the catalogue used here for point source removal. The 
point source detection limit was a relatively uniform 
Lo.5 - 2 .0 rv 1036 ergs/s over the area covered by the 
ACIS-S3 chip. Given that the PSF for a single source 
can be very different from one obsid to the next, the 
point source removal was done on an obsid-by-obsid 
basis. The area removed for each point source was el
liptical; the eccentricity and the position angle of the 
ellipse matched the PSF at the source location and the 
axes were 1.5 times the length of the axes of the 85% 
encircled energy region. Ultraluminous X-ray sources 
in their high state, due to the strong wings of the PSF, 
were given considerably larger exclusion regions, 15" in 
radius. 

With the exception of supernova remnants (SNR), 
most point and point-like sources will have non-thermal 
spectra, so the contribution of residual point sources in 
the diffuse emission can be isolated spectroscopically. 
The ChASeM33 survey of SNR (Long et al. 2009) in 
M33, a low-mass late-type spiral that is an order of 
magnitude closer than M101, shows that the X-ray lu
minous SNR typically have diameters smaller than rv 50 
pc, which at the distance of M101 is t'4 or '"" 3 ACIS 
pixels. Thus, individual bright SNR will be detected as 
point sources and removed; the bulk of the SNR con
tribution to the diffuse emission will be due to faint 



and/or large remnants that are well on their way to 
losing their identities as separate entities. 

Many sources easily seen in the smoothed ACIS-SI 
images were not included in the source catalogue gener
ated with wavdetect from the ACIS-SI data. Thus the 
source catalogue for cleaning the ACIS-SI data was as
sembled piecemeal from wavdetect and visual inspection 
of the data smoothed on various scales. The sources 
were correlated with the GALEX FUV emission to en
sure that extended emission from MIOI was not dis
carded. As will be seen, this irregularity is not an issue 
of concern. 

Backgrounds and Foregrounds: Both the imag-
ing and spectral analysis require the removal of mul
tiple emission components not related to MI01. The 
fore/background components contaminating the im
age/spectrum of M101 are 1.) Galactic foreground 
emission, 2.) extragalactic background emission due 
to unresolved AGN, 3.) the instrumental particle back
ground, and 4.) the instrumental background due to 
soft proton flares. Because MIOl fills the FOV for the 
ACIS-S2 and ACIS-S3 chips, there is no single "local 
fore/background" spectrum to be used to remove all 
of the components not due to MlO1. We have used 
a "first-principles approach" (Snowden & Kuntz 2008) 
characterizing each of the fore/background components 
individually, removing them, or fitting them simultane
ously with the MIOI spectrum. Consequently, there is 
a significant interplay between the spectroscopic and 
imaging analyses. As a result of this interplay, dis
cussion of either imaging or spectroscopic analysis in 
isolation is difficult. We have chosen to discuss the 
imaging analysis first in §3, with the neccessary discus
sion of the spectroscopic analysis that was required for 
the imaging analysis delayed to §4. 

2.2. XMM-Newton 

XMM-Newton has obtained three observations of 
MIOl to date which are listed in Table 2. 

The soft proton flares were removed from each oh;er
vat ion using the method described in Kuntz & Snow
den (2008). Each of the observations is strongly flared 
and many time intervals are unusable due to strong 
soft proton flares. Although the intervals between the 
flares appear rather quiescent, comparison of the 8.0-
12.0 keY count rate in a 11.5' < R < 14.0' annulus at 
the outer edge of the FOV with the same energy inter
val for the unexposed pixels reveals that there is sig
nificant soft proton contamination after the light-curve 
cleaning. (See De Luca &. Molendi (2004) and Kuntz 
&. Snowden (2008) for a complete description of this 
method.) After light-curve cleaning, ~ 60 ks of data 
remain. 

Point sources were detected in the 0.3-2.0 keY and 
2.0-10.0 keY bands using the SAS task edetect-chain. 
For the imaging analysis, point sources having a maxi-
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mum likelihood estimate of 40 or greater were removed; 
this criterion is roughly equivalent to a point source 
detection limit of 1.3 x 10-14 ergs cm-2 S-l for these 
exposures. The point source exclusion regions were cir
cular and contained 85% of the encircled energy, typi
cally 25" to 28". Given previous spectroscopic analy
ses of these data by Warwick et al. (2007), our spec
troscopic analysis of the XMM-Newton data was more 
narrowly focused to support the Chandra data; it is 
discussed in §4.5. We have used the data from the 
EPIC MOSI and MOS2 detectors; we have not used 
the data from the PN detector as there is not yet a ro
bust background model for that detector. The particle 
hackgrounds were created using the method of Snow
den & Kuntz (2008) for imaging and Kuntz & Snowden 
(2008) for spectroscopy. 

2.3. ROSAT 

The ROSAT data consist of a single PSPC observa
tion (rp600l08) taken 8 June 1991 with the PSPC-B 
in high gain mode and lasting 32.83 ks. Although mul
tiple HRI images exist, these were not used as they 
do not contain spectral information. The data were 
reduced using the ROSA T ESAS software (Snowden 
& Kuntz 1998) to characterize and remove the par
ticle background, the scattered solar X-rays, and the 
long-Lerm enhancements. We constructed images in 
the seven standard ROSAT bands and then detect€d 
and removed background point sources using the same 
criteria as Snowden & Pietsch (1995). We then con
structed radial profiles, and determined the background 
levels from an annulus with 25' < R < 50'. The back
grounds were then subtracted. Since the background 
includes the extragalactic background, which will be 
more heavily absorbed in the direction of MI01 than 
it will be in the "background" region, it will be over
subtracted. We corrected the MIOI flux by adding back 
to each energy the amount of the extragalactic back
ground absorbed by M10l, assuming a Moretti et aL 
(2003) luminosity function, an intrinsic spectrum with 
r 1.46 (Chen et al. 1997), and a normalization of 9.5 
keY /cm2 /s/sr/keV (Kuntz et al. 2001). 

2.4. GALEX 

The GALEX images of M101 were downloaded from 
the MAST archive. Since the pipeline background sub
traction is inappropriate for the analysis of diffuse emis
sion, we used the flat-fielded image (the "int" files) and 
determined the background from regions far from the 
galaxy from which the point sources had been man
ually excluded. The background levels removed were 
5.5 x 10-4 and 2.1 x 10-4 sbu for the NLV and FLV 
filters respectively. By comparing the GALEX images, 
XMM-Newton OM images, and HST images, we were 
able to identify the UV bright foreground stars and re
move them from further analysis. 



TABLE 2 

XMM-NEWTON MIOI EXPOSURES 

Ohsirl Dale PI Fill"r Total 
Expo:sure 

0104260101 
0164560701 
02124R0201 

2002-06-04 
2004-07-23 
2005-01-0R 

Watson 
TOO-Kong 
TOO-Knnt7. 

Medium 
Medium 
Thin1 

a Al110unt of time left after light-curve cleaning. 

hSoft Proton Contamination 

C Solar Wind Charge Exchange contamination 

As can be seen in Figure 2, the extinction in the 
FUV band is stronger than even the softest part of the 
Chandra bands. We therefore extinction corrected the 
FUV data using the A(FUV) as a function of radius 
relation for MlOI shown in Figure 9 of Boissier et al. 
(2007). 

3. Imaging Analysis 

3.1. Mosaicking 

The image of MlOl shown in Figure 3 was produced 
by mosaicking all of the obsids from the current observ
ing program. Obsid 2779 was too offset and too short 
to add significant data. Obsids 934 and 206.5 were both 
taken in AO-I, when the response and blocking filter 
absorption was very different from the current observa
tions (see §4 . .5) As a result, we have not included them 
in the mosaic. 
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Fig. 2.- The relative transmission of the Galactic ISM 
as a function of energy assuming Galactic dust and 
EB-V=O.l, equivalent to XH =4.7x102o cm2 . 

(ks) 

42.73 
32.83 
:12.0R 

.5 

UHefnla Pmdt.ion Cornmf'nts 
Expmml'e (a.8) 

(ks) (J2000) 

21.88 21O.7!l17.S4.34000 some SPCb 

21.78 210.8846.54.35083 strong SPC and SWCXC 
16.23 21O.RR62,54.350n6 strong SPC 

For each chip of each obsid we created count im
ages at the full resolution of the detector for each en
ergy band of interest, the corresponding exposure map, 
and a point source mask. For each chip of each ob
sid, the mask was applied to each of the energy band 
images. The image, the exposure map, and the mask 
were then rebinned into a standard coordinate system. 
To produce the final mosaic in a given energy, the in
dividual count images were summed, a particle back
ground image, a Galactic foreground emission image, 
and an extragalactic background emission image were 
subtracted. The result was then divided by an effec
tive exposure map appropriate for the spectral shape 
of the bulk of the MlOl emission. The relative number 
of counts in each component is given in Table 3. 

The Particle Background Image: The response of the 
instrument to the particle background is determined 
from data taken while the instrument is in the stowed 
position1, out of the focal plane and under a shield. 
It is thought that the particle background experienced 
by the ACIS instrument in its stowed position is very 
similar to the particle background that it experiences 
when in the focal plane. The response to the particle 
background is not fiat, and its structure varies with en
ergy. It is assumed that although the intensity of the 
particle background changes with time, the shape of the 
response to the particle background does not. To deter
mine the distribution of particle background counts, the 
events from the appropriate energy band in the stowed 
event list were cast into chip images, events falling on 
inactive pixels were removed, and the resulting image 
binned by 32 and smoothed. This procedure retains the 
large-scale structure of the particle background while 
reducing the small-scale structure that. may be due to 
statistical variation. This image was then rebinned to 
the full resolution, inactive pixels were removed, and 
the image normalized to unity. This image was then 
used as an instrument map for the creation of an expo
sure map, which could then be multipJed by the tot.al 
number particle background counts, The total num-

1 http://cxc.harvard.edu/contrib/maxim/stowed/ 



TABLE 3 

COMPONENT COUNTS 

Component 

Point Sourcesa 

Point Sourcesb 

Raw (exdl1rling point SOllrc-:f>S) 

Particle Backgl'OUlld 
Galactic Foreground 
Extragalactic Background 
Remainder (MI01) 
Soft Proton C 

ACIS-S.'l 
0.45-0.7 keY 0.7-1.0 keY 

(counts) (counts) 

14853.0 18694.0 
11937.2 16631.7 
;'6214.0 4012:1.11 
17080.0 170911.2 

7936.6 2516.9 
996.9 2093.3 

30200.5 24414.6 
210.0 250.0 

ACIS-S2 ACIS-Sl 
0.45-0.7 keY U.7-1.0 keV 0.45-0.7 keY 0.7-1.0 keY 

(counts) (counts) (counts) (counts) 

:1229.0 9117.0 4:>48.0 5720.0 
1297.0 4225.0 
9290.0 10727.0 2!'ia70.0 224"4.0 
5647.2 6241.9 17712.0 17981.9 
2430.8 1369.5 6063.8 1884.9 

435.2 1:386.2 1421.5 2163.7 
782.8 1729.4 162.0 417.5 

240.0 255.0 

il Number of counts in regions reject.ed for contailling point sources. Of these counts. the regions excluded for the transient 
ultraluminous sources account for 4425 and 430:1 counts in the .45-0.7 keY and 0.7-1.0 keY bands. 

b Nurnber of counts in point sources after local background suhtraction. Of these, the transient ultralunlinous sources 
account for 3G20.2 and 3G8S.G counts in the .4G-0.7 keV and 0.7-1.0 keV bands. These values were not calculated for sources 
on the ACIS-S 1 chip. 

C Estimate of contribution from spectroscopic fitting. The soft proton contamination Was not reluoved from the images. 

ber of background couuts in a particular energy band 
was determined from the spect.rum of the stowed data 
normalized by the observed number of counts in 10.5 
keY < E < 12.4 keY where the instrument response to 
X-rays is negligible. 

The Galactic Foreground Image: Since the spectral 
shape of the Galactic foreground is significantly softer 
than the MI0l spectrum (due to the unabsorbed Local 
Hot Bubble/Solar Wind Charge Exchange component) 
and the response changes rapidly at the energies of in
terest, we used the model of the Galactic foreground 
spectrum (§4.2) to create an effective area map for the 
Galactic foreground, and from that created an image of 
the raw counts due to the Galactic foreground. 

The Extragalactic Background Image: We produced 
t.he extragalactic background image in a similar man
ner. The spectral shape of the extragalactic back
ground was taken to be a powerlaw with a photon index 
of 1.46 (Chen et al. 1997). The normalization was taken 
from the spectral fitting (§4.2). Since the extragalac
tic background is absorbed by the neutral and molecu
lar gas in M101, the extragalactic background map was 
corrected for that absorption using the H I map of Kam
phuis (1993) and the 12CO map of Helfer et 81. (2003). 
Clearly the spectral shape of the background changes 
with absorption, and thus the appropriate effective area 
map changes with location. To correctly compensate is 
a computationally intensive task. Noting that the effec
tive exposure maps are least flat at the chip edges and 
that our observing strategy for the S3 chip places the 
chip edge where the absorption will be the lowest, the 
),1101 signal the lowest, and the background signal the 
highest, we chose to calculate the effective area maps 
for the more lightly absorbed regions, where the wrong 
response would produce the biggest error. 

The Soft Proton Contamination The spatial distri-
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bution of the soft proton contamination is not well 
characterized for the ACIS instrument (Appendix A). 
Since, for all obsids used in this analysis, the soft pro
ton contamination was small, 5.8 x 10-10 (6.9 x 10-1°) 
sbu in the 0.45-0.7 keY (0.7-1.0 keY) band, no attempt 
was made to remove it from the images. 

3.2. The Image 

The spectrum of M101 discussed in §4.5 can be seen 
to have little emission at E > 1.0 keY. Below 0.45 keY, 
the backgrounds and the corrections for the blocking 
filter absorption become increasingly uncertain. Thus, 
we have restricted imaging analysis to 0.45< E <1.0 
keY, the band shown in Figure 3. We have not in
cluded the data from the ACIS-Sl chip in this mosaic 
as they do not include emission due to MlO1. Because 
the ACIS-S2 chip has significantly poorer soft response 
than the ACIS-S3 chip, only the brightest X-ray emit
ting regions (generally giant H II regions) are clearly 
visible in the image, although the general decline of 
the disk emission with radius can also be seen. 

There are a number of knots of emission surround
ing excised point sources. In each case we have exam
ined t.he original images carefully to determine that the 
emission is truly diffuse and not the relict wings from 
bright sources. Given that HMXB and young (small) 
SNR should preferentially be found in star-forming re
gions, where there is likely to be X-ray emission due to 
winds or more diffuse supernovae, then one might be 
surprised if the most intense X-ray knots did not have 
embedded point sources. 

Comparisoll of the X-ray image with the HST im
age shows that at the level of 2.6 x 10-9 shu most of 
the X-ray knots are identifiable with either individual 
H II regions or larger star-forming complexes. Only a 
few knots can be identified with foreground stars just 
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Fig. 3.- Top: A mosaic in the 0.45-1.0 keY band of the data obtained from the ACIS-S3 and ACIS-S2 chips after 
point source removal, the removal of the foregrounds and backgrounds, and correction by the effective area map. The 
image was smoothed by a Gaussian with (J" = 7':87 (16 native pixels), the smaller circle in the upper right. The large 
circle in the upper right has a diameter of I'. The labels on the key are in units of 1O!J sbu. White regions have no 
data or have been excluded. The black contours mark the overlap of the ACIS-S3 and ACIS-S2 fields. The giant H II 
regions in the ~GC catalogue are also marked. Bottom: A mosaic in the 0.45-1.0 keY band of the data obtained 
from only the ACIS-S3 chip. The image was smoothed by a Gaussian with (J" = 3~'94 (8 native pixels), the smaller 
circle in the upper right. The white contours mark a surface brightness of 2.6 x 10-9 sbu in the image smoothed by a 
Gaussian with (J" = 3':94. The black contours mark a surface brightness of 4.1 x 10-10 sbu in the image smoothed by 
a Gaussian with (J" = 7':87. 

below the X-ray point source detection threshold (2) or 
clusters of galaxies (1). Several more stars and a back-
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ground galaxy are associat.ed with knots at 1.3 x 10-9 

sbu. 



Fig. 4.- A mosaic of HST ACS images of MlOl. The f435 ima:ge has been assigned to blue, the f555 image to 
green, and the f814 image to red, so that H II regions appear green, massive stars appear blue, and late-type stars 
and background galaxies appear yellow to red. The contours are the ACIS-S3 X-ray data smoothed by a (J = 3~'94 
Gaussian and are at 1.28 x 10-9 , 2.56 X 10-9 , and 4.13 x 10-9 sbu. The HST data were obtained in observing programs 
by Bresolin (Bresolin 2007) and by Kuntz, astrometrically corrected and mosaicked. 

Comparison of the X-ray and GALEX FUV images 
shows a more eomplex relation between star-formation 
and t.he X-ray emitting gas. Within the 1.28 x 109 

sbu X-ray contour there is FUV emission. However, 
there are many regions of FUV emission of comparable 
strength without comparable X-ray emission. Although 
many FUV and X-ray "knots" coincide, there are many 
FUV knots without corresponding X-ray enhancements 
and there are a few X-ray knots without obvious FUV 
enhancements. We also note that the bright east-fainter 
west asymmetry seen in the FUV is also seen strongly 
in the X-ray. 

3.3. The Radial Profile 

The radial profile of the 0.45-1.0 keY emISSIon is 
shown in Figure 6. The emission due to M10l extends 
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to at least 8', or '" 0.6xD25. Note that the radial pro
file calculated from the ACIS-S3 chip does not match 
the profile calculated from the ACIS-S2 chip because 
the only region at R > 5' covered by the ACIS-S3 chip 
is the region around the X-ray bright NGC 5462, while 
the ACIS-S2 chip covers R > 5' more uniformly. Given 
the poor soft response of the ACIS-S2 chip and the fact 
that only the faintest part of the disk falls on it, data 
from the ACIS-S2 chip are not used in most further 
analyses. XMM Comparison 

3.4. The Hardness Ratio 

From the spectra of M10l shown in §4.5 one call 
see that the primary features of the spectrum are the 
o VII triplet at 0.56 keY, the 0 VIII line at 0.6.5 keY, 
and the "Fe-L complex" (0.75-1.1 keY) that contains 



Fig. 5.- The GALEX image of MlO1. The contours are the ACIS-S3 X-ray data smoothed by a (J = 3~'94 Gaussian 
and are at l.28 x 10-9 , 2.56 X 10-9 , and 4.13 x 10-9 sbu. 

multitudinous unresolved 0, Fe, and Ne lines. As in the 
previous analysis of Ml 01, we created band images that 
reflect the gross spectral structure, a 0.45-0.7 keY band 
and a 0.7-1.0 keY band image, and constructed the (0.7-
1.0 keV)/(0.45-0.7 keY) hardness ratio. The hardness 
ratio images are shown in Figure 7. Given the large 
dynamic range in X-ray surface brightness, hardness 
maps at a single angular scale can be misleading; we 
show the hardness ratio maps contructed from band 
images smoothed with Gaussians with (J 15~'74, 7~'87, 
and :f.'94 (32, 16, and 8 ACIS pixels). Regions where 
the hardness ratio had a S/N< 3 have been removed. 

Two regions have clearly higher hardness ratios, the 
giant H II regions NGC 5461 and NGC .1462. The high 
region at the extreme right of the most smoothed map 
is not due to any clearly identifiable feature, though 
it persists into the next higher resolution map. The 
most strongly smoothed map suggests that the weaker 
emission is softer. At higher resolution, only a few small 
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regions appear to have higher hardness ratios, and there 
is no clear correlation with surface brightness. 

Figure 8 shows the hardness ratio as a function of 
radius and of surface brightness. There is no strong ra
dial gradient in the hardness ratio. If there is either an 
extended bulge or halo then it must be weak compared 
to the disk emission or have a hardness ratio similar 
to the disk. A decrease in 0.05 in the hardness ratio 
corresponds to a decrease in [Fe/O] of -0.137 so there 
is no significant gradient in [Fe/O]' although MI01 has 
a strong gradient in [O/H] (Bresolin 2007; Kennicutt 
et al. 2003). Excluding the giant H II regions, the hard
ness ratio is relatively flat to rv 6', at which point there 
is very little signal from .:v1101. 

The hardness ratio does seem to be a function of the 
surface brightness for surface brightnesses greater than 
rv 2 .. 1 X 10-9 sbu: below that value the hardness ratio is 
roughly constant. Very little area has such high surface 
brightness, and the bulk of that area is due to the giant 



• • 
Fig. 7.- The (0;7-1.0 keV)/(0.45-0.7 keV) hardness ratio created by the division of the smoothed hard band image 
by the smoothed soft band image. The color scale is from 0 to 2.0. The Gaussian smoothing kernels are shown in 
the lower left of each frame and have (J of 15~'74, 7~'87, and 3':94 from left to right. Left: The image smoothed by a 
Gaussian with (J = 15~'74. The contours are at the X-ray surface brightness for the image smoothed by a Gaussian 
with (J == 3~'94 and are at surface brightness levels of 1.3, 13.0, and 41.3 x 10-9 sbu. Middle: The image smoothed 
by a Gaussian with (J = 7~'87. The circles show the regions excluded from some analyses as either giant H II regions 
or the bulge. Right: The image smoothed by a Gaussian with (J = 3~'94. The contours mark the distance from the 
nucleus in arcminutes. 
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Fig. 8.- Left: The hardness ratio as a function of radius. Boxes mark the relation for all parts of the ACIS-S3 
mosaic; the x symbols mark the relation after the exclusion of NGC 5461, NGC 5462, and the bulge region. Right: 
The hardness ratio as a function of surface brightness. The symbols are as in the previous pallel. The x symbols have 
been offset in surface brightness for clarity. 

H II regions. We defined circular regions surrounding 
both giant H II regions (and the bulge) that included 
their emission to below 2.5 x 10-9 sbu, excluded those 
regions, and reconstructed the hardness ratio-surface 
brightness relation. The relations including and ex
cluding the giant H II regions follow one another; the 
relation excluding the giant H II regions merely ends at 
a lower surface brightness. In both cases, the first two 
points above 2.5 x 10-9 sbu have significantly higher 
hardness rat,ios than the fainter emission. The rela-
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tive flatness of the hardness ratio below 2.5 x 10-9 sbu 
should not be interpreted as a lack of spect.ral change 
below that value, merely that this choice of bands is 
insensitive to changes below that surface brightness 
threshold. 

3.5. Summary 

The diffuse emission from ;vIlOl extends to rv 

0.6xD25 . At larger radii the diffuse emission traces 
only the brighter star-forming regions. More sensi-



tive images would likely show X-ray emission tracing 
even fainter arms. The overall correlation of the FUV 
and the X-ray is good, but the detailed correlation 
of the FUV knots with X-ray knots is poor. As will 
be discussed in §5.1, this is to be expected even if all 
of the X-ray emission were due to star formation. In 
agreement with KSPM, we find that there is no signfi
cant radial variation in the hardness ratio out to '" 6'. 
Contrary to KSPM, we find that the hardness ratio 
increases with surface brightness. 

4. Spectroscopic Analysis 

As discussed in the imaging section, there are mul
tiple fore/background components to be character
ized. The following subsections treat with each of 
the fore/background components. We then consider 
each of the outside constraint placed on the spectral 
fit, before fitting the global spectrum of MI01. We 
then fit the spectra of smaller regions in order to de
termine the source of the surface brightness-hardness 
ratio relationship. 

0.0 0.0 1.0 1.5 

2.0 
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5.0 

o 5 10 15 20 25 
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Fig. 6.- The radial profile from the 0.45-1.0 keY band 
mosaics of the ACIS-S3, ACIS-S2, and ACIS-Sl data 
after point source removal and fore/background sub
traction. The ACIS-S3 data has been smoothed by r'5 
while the remainder of the data has been smoothed 
by 17". The peak in the S3 curve between 5' and 
8' is due to NGC 5462, and was not included in the 
ACIS-S3 background region. The radial profile of the 
ACIS-S3 background region is shown offset downwards 
by 3 x 10-10 sbu. The radial profile derived from the 
Xlv/M-Newton data is shown by a dotted line offset up
wards by 5 x 10-10 sbu. The heavy black bars indi
cate the radial extent of the background regions derived 
from various detectors/instruments and missions. See 
~4.2 for further discussion. 
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4.1. The particle and soft proton backgrounds 

The Particle Background: The particle background 
spectrum for each chip of each obsid was constructed 
from the stowed data. We assumed that the intensity 
of the particle background changes with time, but the 
shape of the particle background spectrum does not. 
Hickox & Markevitch (2006) have shown that the band 
ratios of the particle background spectrum derived from 
stowed data (typically 40 ks observations) are relatively 
constant, which is very different from the XMM-Newton 
background (Kuntz & Snowden 2008) and suggests that 
the particle background experienced by the ACIS in
strument is more stable than that experienced by the 
EPIC instruments. 

The particle background spectrum obtained from 
the stowed data must be normalized to the particle 
background strength during the observation of interest. 
Above 11.5 keY the ACIS-S detector has virtually no 
response, so all counts obtained at higher energies are 
due to the particle background. We noticed some vari
ability in the shape of the particle background above 
13.5 keY. Thus, we take the observed count rate in 
11.5 keY <E<13.5 keY as a measure of the particle 
background rate and normalize the stowed data to that 
value. Using the count rate in 9.5 keY <E<I1.5 keY 
produces essentially the same results. 

Soft Proton Contamination: The light curve clean
ing described in §2.1 removes only a part of the soft 
proton contribution; further measures must be taken 
to remove or characterize the remainder. Using a unit 
diagonal response, the spectral shape of the soft proton 
contamination for the backside-illuminated ACIS chips 
can be described by 

Ee 
Ncexp(lf) (1) 

where the cutoff energy, Ee, ranges from'" 3 keY to 
such large values that the spectrum is essentially fiat 
(Markevitch et al. 2003, as well as Appendix A). In 
the case of a strong fiat soft proton spectrum, the spec
tral region used for normalizing the particle background 
will be contaminated by the soft proton spectrum and 
the normalization of the particle background can be 
significantly overestimated. 

The spectrum of the unresolved background is 
thought to be relatively uniform, and the Milky Way 
and M101 emission does not extend to energies much 
above 1.5 ke V. Thus, one can check for soft proton con
tamination in a given obsid by comparing the spectrum 
for that obsid with the mean spectrum after both have 
been cleaned of point sources. A significant spectrally 
smooth residual above 1.5 ke V indicates soft proton 
contamination. Almost all of the spectra extracted 
from the individual obsids fall in a narrow band sur
rounding the mean spectrum with a width equivalent 
to the uncertainty of a typical spectrum. Four spectra 



show soft residuals (obsids 6118, 5339, 5297, 6152), 
and all four are either observations too short to de
tect low-level flare emission, observations with minor 
variation in the light curve suggesting low-level flare 
emission, or observations from which strong flares have 
been removed. Given the difficulty of determining the 
correct particle background normalization in the pres
ence of strong soft proton contamination, these obsids 
were removed from further consideration. 

After subtracting the particle background spectrum 
from spectra extracted from large fractions of the FOV, 
there is residual emission in the 8-10 keY region. It is 
not clear whether this residual is due to 1) a slightly 
incorrect scaling of the stowed spectrum, 2) a slight 
difference between the stowed spectrum and the par
ticle background spectrum experienced by the instru
ment when it is in the focal plane, or 3) some other 
background component. In Appendix A we show that 
the residual soft proton spectrum for ACIS-S3 becomes 
quite flat at very low levels, while the spectrum for 
ACIS-S1 is usually flat. Therefore it is not inconceiv
able that this residual is due to soft proton contam
ination. The ACIS-S2 chip is insensitive to soft pro
tons so there should be no such residue in the ACIS
S2 spectrum. However, the energy band one would 
check (8-10 keY) has a very strong instrumental line 
in the ACIS-S2 spectrum so the comparison is equiv
ocal. When characterizing the residue as soft proton 
contamination, the normalization of this component is 
quite low and tends to affect only the normalization 
of components extending to high cnergies such as the 
extragalactic background. 

4.2. The Galactic Foreground & Extragalactic 
Background 

There are three potential sources for the spectrum 
of the fore/background. 

An edge of the ACIS-S3 chip: The aimpoint of the 
last segment of the Chandra observing program wa.<; 
specified to place it between the giant H II regions NGC 
5461 and NGC 5462. The FOV was rolled to place 
about a quarter of the ACIS-S3 chip off of the disk be
yond the straight spiral arm that connects the giant 
H II regions. Spectra were extracted from the X-ray 
dark region outside the spiral arm, and point sources 
were excluded as described above (§2.1). The advan
tage of this measure of the fore/background is that it 
is on the same detector as the source. 

From Figure 3 it can be seen that this region is more 
X-ray "dark" than that used by KSPM, the area be
tween NGC 5462 and the disk. However, this region 
is not entirely UV dark, suggesting that even this re
gion may contain a low level of star formation, and 
thus a low level of X-ray emission due to MI01. In
deed, subsequent construction of the radial profile seen 
in Figure 6 shows that the ACIS-S3 hackground region 
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contains significant emission from MI01. 

The ACIS-Sl chip: For all observation segments the 
ACIS-Sl chip falls outside of the D2!j region. For most 
observation segments (not Ml or M6) the ACIS-S1 chip 
falls beyond the diffuse optical emission associated with 
extended spiral arms. Thus, one would expect most 
ACIS-Sl chip spectra to measure the fore/background 
emission with minimal contamination hy MlO1. How
ever, because the spectra are extracted from a different 
detector, there are cross-calibration issues, and since 
the detector is further from the optical axis, the point 
source removal is problematic. 

The regions covered by the ACIS-Sl chip is shown in 
Figure 1. The point sources were excluded in the same 
manner as they were for the ACIS-S3 chip, and ob
sids previously seen to have soft proton contamination 
were excluded from the analysis. Given the distribu
tion of optical emission associated with the extended 
spiral arms, one might expect a similar morphology in 
the 0.4-1.0 keY energy band images obtained with the 
ACIS-Sl chip, but there is no clear structure in the 
smoothed X-ray images. However, observations falling 
on the extended spiral arms were removed from the 
background region (those obsids marked Ml, M6, and 
M7). 

XMM-Newton data: The X-ray radial profile sug
gests that the X-ray emission drops significantly beyond 
R = 8', though the arm at R ~ 10' may make a signif
icant contribution. For the XMM-Newton background 
regions we included the area within 13.75' of the optical 
axis but excluded the region with R < 10'. As can be 
seen from Figure 6 this fore/background region extends 
inside D25 , but does not contain significant X-ray emis
sion from MI01. As with the ACIS-Sl data, there are 
detector cross-calibration issues, and given the differ
ences in detectors, optical system, etc., the issues are 
more significant than with the ACIS-Sl data. 

The XMM-Newton data are more sensitive to soft 
proton flares and all of the MI0l data sets taken with 
XMM-Newton were strongly flared. Given the relative 
weakness of the Galactic foreground emission, we have 
used only the data from obsid 0164560701 as it has the 
least flare problem. 

ROSAT All-Sky Survey Data: In all the above cases, 
the spectrum extends no lower than E ~ 0.35 keY. 
Since the Galactic emission components are quite soft, 
the bulk of their emission falls below this energy and so 
the fit will not he well constrained. We have used the 
ROSAT All-Sky Survey (RASS) spectral energy distri
bution (SED) from an annulus with 20' < R < 60' to 
constrain the fit to the fore/background. The RASS 
data are a spectral energy distribution (SED) in six 
bands (RI-R7) from which the scattered solar X-ray 
and Long Term Enhancement (LTE) contamination 
was removed as thoroughly as possible by the ROSA T 
project (Snowden et al. 1997). As a result, the RASS 



provides a measure of the diffuse cosmic background far 
superior than that produced by ROSAT pointed obser
vations. The RASS data were extracted using the x
ray background web tool hosted by the HEASARC2 . 

The version of the RASS data used is that described 
by Snowden et al. (1997); the point sources were re
moved to slightly different levels in the R12 and R47 
bands, but the consequent offset in the different bins 
of the SED is smaller than the uncertainties. We have 
not used the pointed ROSAT data for determining the 
background as they retain a large unknown residual 
LTE contamination, while the RASS data have the best 
possible LTE removal. 

Fitting the Fore/Background Spectrum: For the 
data from each instrument, the Galactic foreground and 
extragalactic background was fitted with a model of the 
form 

A [NLA(kTL) + e(f5NH) ((NDA(kTD) + NrE-r))] . 

(2) 
The APEC model terms A(kTi) represent the unab
sorbed Local Hot Bubble (i = L) emission:l and the 
more distant Galactic halo emission (i = D) absorbed 
by the total Galactic column of neutral gas. The 
NrE-r term represents the unresolved extragalactic 

2http://heasarc.gsfc.nasa.gov/cgi-bin/Tools/xraybg/xraybg. pi 

3There has been a controversy of whether the Local Hot Bubble 
exists or whether the emission previously attributed to the Local 
Hot Bubble is due to heliospheric solar wind charge exchange 
emission. Without reference to the true source of the emission, 
at this resolution it can be well fit with an APEC model. 

0.5 1.0 2.0 ;).0 

Energy Ike\') 

Fig. 9.- The fitted fore/background spectra. The best 
fit for a given instrument/detector is shown. Since the 
ROSAT data were used only to constrain the other fits, 
all of the models of the ROSA T data produced by the 
fits to the Chandra and XMM-Newton data are shown. 
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background. A is the area over which the spectrum was 
extracted, so the normalizations are per angular mea
sure. For the ACIS-Sl, ACIS-S3, and XMM-Newton 
data, the fit also includes a term for the soft proton con
tamination. For the XMM-Newton data, the fit must 
also include the Al and Si instrumental lines at 1.49 keY 
and 1.75 ke V which are not removed by the character
ization of the particle background (Kuntz & Snowden 
2008). The Chandra and XMM-Newton data are fitted 
between 0.35 keY and 10.0 keY. Although the Galac
tic emission does not extend significantly above 2 ke V, 
one must fit to higher energies to properly constrain the 
unresolved extragalactic background and the soft pro
ton contamination. In each case, the data were fitted 
simultaneously with the ROSAT data. 

Since the Galactic foreground varies on degree scales, 
and since the ROSAT data have poor spectral resolu
tion, the normalization of the Galactic foreground in 
the ROSAT data were allowed to differ from that in 
the Chandra or XMM-Newton data, but the spectral 
shape was forced to be the same. The normalizations 
of the extragalactic background were calculated from 
the point source exclusion limits, which are very differ
ent over these data sets. 

The results of the fitting are shown in Table 4. The 
temperatures of the Local Hot Bubble and the Galac
tic Halo are consistent among the different data sets 
though the XMM-Newton fit seems to favor lower tem
peratures. The normalizations of the thermal compo
nents for the ACIS-S3 and ROSAT data are consis
tent, the ACIS-Sl and XMM-Newton normalizations 
are significantly (60%) lower. Since the radial profile 
demonstrates that the ACIS-S3 background region is 
contaminated by MIOl emiSSion, its agreement with 
the ROSAT data suggests that the ROSAT annulus is 
brighter than the ACIS-Sl region. The fitted spectral 
shapes for the soft proton contamination are consis
tent with those given then Appendix A (for the ACIS 
detectors) and Kuntz & Snowden (2008) (for the MOS 
detectors). Thus we have taken the fit parameters from 
the ACIS-Sl fit to model the Galactic foreground in the 
direction of MlO1. 

The normalization of the extragalactic background is 
not well determined from this data. Flux can be shifted 
from the soft proton background to the extragalactic 
background by increasing the energy cutoff (Ec) of the 
soft proton spectrum, with little change in X2 • As a 
result, we kept the normalizations of the extragalac
tic background fixed. The details of the soft proton 
- extragalactic background flux exchange did not have 
a significant effect on the parameters of the thermal 
components. 

4.3. Residual Point Source Contamination 

Although the point source removal limit was rela
tively low, ~ 1036 ergs cm- 2 S-l, it is not sufficiently 



TABLE 4 

FORE/BACKGROUND FIT PARAMETERS 

Parameter ACIS-S3 ACIS-S1 XMM ROSAT 

Dat.a Parameter!'! 

Exposure (ks) 
Area (am2 ) 

Source Detection Liulit (erg cm- 2 s-l) 
Nr (keV cm- 2 s-l arcmin- 2 keV-I) 

1:18.92 
17.122 

1.0 x 10- 15 

3.47 X 10- 7 

597.24 
70.662 

4.7 x 10- 15 

3.74 X 10-7 

59.89x2 
~270 

1.3 x 10- 14 

6.71 X 10- 7 

1.0 
4.~ X 10- 14 

9.13 X 10-7 

Fit Parameters 

kTL (kcV) 
NL (xlO- 2 cm- 6 pc) 

kTD (keV) 
ND (xlO- 2 em- 6 pel 

CRDSAT 

Ee (keV) 
Ne (xlO- 2 cm- 6 pc) 

x~ 
II 

o.lo:r::~g:~g; 
2.63~~~:!~ 
O.27~;~·.~! 

O.:129~ri:g~~ 
L08~:;:g 
17.6~~.1 

O.047:~:~~~ 
O.R7 
89 

O104:ZZZ; 
1.57"~~·. i~ 
O.27~;~:~~ 

o. u~o~g:g~~ 
1.81~~::~~ 

(Xl 

O.0072~~:~~~;~ 
O.R6 
315 

All errors are 90% cuufidellce iutervals. The Galat:tk ausorptioll iu the direction of MIOI is 9 X lOl!~ 
ClIl- 2 

0.5 1.0 2.0 5.0 
Ent~rgy f kE'\') 

Fig. 10.- The aggregate spectrum of point sources 
falling within the ACIS-S3 FOY. The ULX in their high 
state have been excluded. The highest spectrum is all 
sources with Lx < 1O;l8 erg S-l, shifted upwards by 
1000, followed by spectra with upper luminosity cut
offs at Lx < 1037 shifted upwards by 1000, Lx < 1Q:16.7 

shifted upwards by 100, Lx < 1036.3 shifted upwards 
by 10 and Lx < 1036 erg s-1, unshifted. The fits 
shown were made simultaneously to the Lx < 10:17 , 

Lx < 1036 .7 , and Lx < 1036 erg ,,-1 spectra, and 
renormalized to the Lx < 1036 erg 8-

1 spectrum. The 
Lx < 1038 erg S-l spectrum requires a significantly 
different fit. 
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low to remove all of the X-ray binaries in the galaxy. 
Thus there will be some residual contamination by un
resolved point sources, both in the galaxy and in the 
background. The spectrum of sources falling within 
the ACIS-S3 FOY to various limiting fluxes is shown in 
Figure 10. Given that these spectra are due to aggre
gates of sources of various spectral shapes, we did not 
attempt a physically meaningful fit, merely one that 
described the spectral structure adequately. 

The data were extracted from the 85% encircled en
ergy regions described in §2.1. For each source a lo
cal background was taken from a concentric elliptical 
annulus whose inner semi-major axis was twice that 
of the source region and whose outer semi-major axis 
was four times that of the source region. The local 
backgrounds were subtracted from the sources before 
the various source spectra were summed. The spec
tra can be fit with a number of different combinations 
of components. After experimentation, we found that 
the combination of an absorbed power law and two ab
sorbed black bodies, 

described the aggregate spectrum well at all flux levels, 
with the parameters varying with the flux level. The 
results are shown in Figure 10. 

The residual point source spectrum for the Chan
dra data wa..<; chosen to be that of the sources with 
Lx ~ 103fu ergs S-l. (Spectra from sources with 
Lx ~ lO:lfUJ had too few counts for good spectral fit
ting, but clearly have an aggregate spectral shape simi
lar to that for sources with Lx ~ 1O:lG .3 ergs S-l.) The 
normalizations were all fixed in relation to that of the 



powerlaw, which was allowed to vary. All the other 
parameters were fixed. It will be noted that this spec
trum includes the faint background sources, so the ex
tragalactic power law in Equation 3 and this component 
are modeling much of the same emission and have sim
ilar spectral shapes. If the normalizations of both the 
extragalactic power law and the residual pOint source 
spectrum were allowed to vary, they would be poorly 
constrained. As a result, we fixed the normalization of 
the extragalactic power law based on the point source 
exclusion threshold, and allowed the normalization of 
the residual point source spectrum to vary. Spectral 
fits of the global MlOl spectrum, excluding the residual 
point source spectrum and allowing the normalization 
of the extragalactic background to vary, found that the 
best fit normalization of the extragalactic background 
was typically only'" 25% higher than the anticipated 
value. Thus, fixing the extragalactic background nor
malization to that calculated from the point source ex
clusion threshold and allowing the normalization of the 
residual point source spectrum to vary is an adequate 
representation of the point source spectrum. 

4.4. The M10l Spectral Model 

The bulk of the ACIS-S3 data in the Chandra ob
serving program, the first six observation segments plus 
obsid 5300, covers approximately the same area, and 
certainly the same range of radii. Since all of these 
data were taken over a single year, we have combined 
these spectra (spectrum MI-M6) with the realization 
that the absolute normalizations from the spectral fits 
will characterize a particular mean flux and must be 
renormalized for any particular region of interest. We 
have also combined the four observations of the sev
enth segment into a single spectrum (spectrum M7). 
The spectrum from the ACIS-S3 chip from obsid 934 
(AO-l) was also extracted. Unless otherwise stated, all 
spectral fits are simultaneous fits of the three spectra 
described here. 

A "background" spectrum, containing only the par
ticle background, was constructed for each spectrum. 
The responses for each spectrum were created with the 
standard CIAO tools for creating emission weighted re
sponses, mkacisrrnf and mkwarf. 

The M10i Emission Model: We have modeled the 
emission from :\JllOl as two identical uniform sheets of 
emission separated by a thin sheet of absorption; two 
"thick disk/halo" components separated by the absorp
tion of the galactic disk. The functional form of the fit 
to the MIOl emission is 

where the A is the area over which the spectrum was 
extracted. However, the MI-M6, M7, and obsid 934 
spectra were extracted from somewhat different regions 
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so their mean surface brightnesses are different, and so 
C is a compensatory scaling that is set to unity for the 
M1-M6 spectrum and allowed to vary for the other two 
spectra. Since the strength of the fore/backgrounds de
pends on the area A, combining C and A is not useful. 
H is the column density of neutral hydrogen, and is 
discussed below. There is a range of possibilities for 
the actual emission model, £(kT;), but in any case it 
is expected to be thermal and composed of multiple 
components, each with a temperature kTi . 

The Ml0l Absorption Model: Setting the strength 
of the MIOl internal absorption is rather difficult. The 
mean absorption over the inner disk (0~5 < R < 5~0) is 
1.05 X 1021 cm-2 . However, since the X-ray emission 
is correlated with star-formation, the X-ray emitting 
sources will be somewhat correlated with the sources 
of absorption; the X-ray emission weighted mean ab
sorption in the inner disk is 1.14 x 1021 cm-2 . For 
each spectrum we have set the internal absorption to 
the emission weighted mean absorption for the FOV. 
This value is fixed in the fit; allowing this value to 
vary typically results in the internal absorption becom
ing zero with a corresponding decrease in the emission 
measures. 

Of course, if the absorption is very strongly vary
ing across the field, the resulting spectrum will not 
be well modeled by a single mean absorption. This is 
particularly the case when modeling the extragalactic 
background shadowed by the neutral disk of MlO1. To 
understand the extent of this problem, we modeled the 
transmission of an extragalactic background of the form 
E-1.4ti through the neutral hydrogen (as mapped by 
21 cm and l2CO) over the region from which the spec
tra of the MlOl diffuse emission had been extracted. 
We then attempted to fit this modeled absorbed back
ground with a spectrum of the same E-1.46 form that 
had been absorbed by a single column density. For 
E ~ 0.45 keV, the fractional residuals are less than 
2%; at 0.35 keV the fractional residuals reach 8%. Since 
the extragalactic background is small compared to the 
MIOl emission, these errors are acceptable. The value 
of the absorbing column obtained from these experi
ments was then used as the absorbing column for the 
extragalactic background when fitting the M101 spec
trum. 

The MiOi Abundances: For Chandra, studies of soft 
thermal emission, the most important abundances are 
those of the elements that produce the strongest emis
sion: oxygen and iron. The gas-phase oxygen abun
dance gradient has been studied by Bresolin (2007) and 
Kennicutt et al. (2003); it is well described by 

12+log(O/H) = 8.75(±0.05) -0.90(±0.07)R/Ro (5) 

where Ro = 14~4. Over the ACIS-S3 FOV, the oxygen 
abundance ranges from 1.07 solar at R = 0~5 to 0.73 
solar at R 5~9. The emission-weighted lIlean oxygen 



abundance is 0.75 solar. The gas-phase iron abundance 
has not been measured. We have set the overall abun
dance to 0.75 solar and, for the bulk of the fits, we 
have set the O/Fe ratio to the solar ratio. The solar 
abundances Wilms et al. (2000) are used throughout. 

The Blocking Filter Contamination: From the spec
tra shown in Figure 11, it is clear that the spectrum 
from obsid 934 (taken in AO-l) has a very different 
shape than spectra M1-M6 and M7 for E < 0 .. 5 keV. 
This difference is likely due to t.he contamination on the 
optical blocking filter that produces significant absorp
tion at E < 1.0 keV. The build-up of the contaminant 
was quite rapid in the early part of the mission, then 
slowed and became linear with time (Marshall et al. 
2004). The contaminant is not evenly distributed over 
the blocking filter. Although a correction for the con
tamination is part of the standard calibration, our com
parison is a particularly strenuous test of the calibra
tion; obsid 934 was taken when the time variation of the 
contamination was quite rapid, the emission of interest 
is nearly uniform across the field, and the spectrum is at 
the extreme limits of the bandpass. However, to within 
the uncertainties, the AO-l spectrum is consistent with 
the AO-5 spectra. 

4.5. The Global Spectral Fits 

The full fit function is the sum of Equations 1 
through 4. Both of the parameters describing the soft 
proton contamination (Nc and Ec from Equation 1) 
were allowed to vary, and the values for the different 
spectra were not linked as the soft proton contamina
tion is expected to vary in strength and spectral shape 
from one observation to another. Of the parameters in 
Equation 2 (the Galactic foreground and extragalactic 
background) nOlle was allowed to vary. The response 
used for the fore/background components was created 
with the standard CIAO tools assuming uniform emis
sion, which produces a slightly different response than 
that used for the M101 emission. Of the parameters in 
Equation 3 (the M101 emission model), all of the area 
factors, A, were fixed, the scaling factor, C, for the 
M1-M6 spectrum was fixed to unity, and the column 
densities (HMW and H M10l ) were fixed. The M101 
abundances were fixed to 75% solar. The other scal
ing factors were allowed to vary to compensate for the 
different mean surface brightness contained in the dif
ferent FOV. The other parameters were allowed to vary, 
but were required to have the same value for all spectra. 
Of the parameters in Equation 4 (the residual point 
source model) only the overall normalization was al
lowed to vary. 

Before fitting the spectrum extracted from the bulk 
of the galaxy (the global spectrum), some thought must 
be given to the type of model to be fit, and the use to 
which the fit parameters are to be put. Any single line 
of sight through M101 contains multiple emitting com-
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ponents. A typical line of sight contains emission due to 
the halo or thick disk which, if galactic fountain mod
els are to be believed, is composed of gas expelled from 
correlated supernovae in star-forming regions. The gas 
has expanded adiabatically away from the disk and, as a 
result, should be significantly over-ionized. Conversely, 
many lines of sight pass through regions of more or 
less intense star-formation, where the emission is due 
to colliding winds and cavity supernovae. In these re
gions the emission should range from under-ionized to 
nearly in collisional equilibrium. 

Compared to a plasma in collisional ionization 
equilibrium (CIE) , an over-ionized plasma will have 
stronger emission due to high ionization states which 
means, for a few MK plasma, that the Fe-L complex 
is stronger compared to 0 VIII. However, since plas
mas at these temperatures have timescales for reach
ing equilibrium, 1011 ;; net;; 1012 cm-~ s, whereas 
the cooling fiuence, netcool '" 5 x 1013 cm-3 s, the 
spectrum will not be strongly different from that of a 
CIE plasma. This similarity to CIE plasmas is impor
tant since over-ionized plasma models are not regularly 
available through spectral fitting packages. The under
ionized plasmas are more complicated; the spectral re
gion affected and the degree of the effect depends upon 
on the temperature to which the gas is shocked, and the 
time since the shock. However, since these models are 
available through spectral fitting packages, such com
ponents can be handled easily. Although each emitting 
component has a unique set of line ratios, solutions 
for combinations of these components are not likely to 
be unique, particularly at the relatively low spectral 
resolution provided by CCD imaging spectrometers. 

With the exception of a spectrum dominated by a 
highly shocked low-temperature gas, most spectra will 
be well described by a combination of CIE models. 
Since, at CCD resolution, fits will not determine the 
true physical state of the gas, it is not unreasonable to 
fit a combination of CIE models to describe the dis
tribution of temperatures and emission measures. At 
best this can be seen as a measure of the emission mea
sure distribution, at worst, as a vector description of 
the spectral shape useful for comparing spectra from 
different regions or from different galaxies. 

The spectral fitting is also severely constrained by 
the available spectral resolution. In both the Chan
dra and XMM-Newton spectra, the fit is dominated by 
the 0 VIl/O VIII ratio and the ratio of the oxygen 
line strength to the strength of the Fe-L complex (the 
plateau at 0.7 keV ;; E;; l.0 keV), and the energy of 
the upper edge of that complex. In high signal-to-noise 
spectra, the temperature of the hotter components is 
also determined by the small scale spectral structure at 
the top of the Fe-L complex. The temperature of the 
cooler components is also determined by the strength of 
the pseudo-continuum below 0.5 keV. Thus, the num-



ber of spectral features to be fit is rather limited as 
is, for example, the degree to which one can extract 
abundance information. 

The global spectrum: The "global" spectrum was ex
tracted from the region 0~5 < R < 5~0, excluding the 
giant H II regions, and consists of spectra extracted 
from segments MI-M6, M7, and obsid 934 as described 
above. These three spectra are shown in Figure II. 
Since most previous studies of the diffuse emL'lsion in 
late-type spiral disks have fitted the spectra with two 
thermal components, we began fitting with two APEC 
thermal models. Fit 1 (Table 5 and panel a of Fig
ure 11) produces (kTs,kTH) = (0.2,0.6), similar to 
several past results for emission from late type disks 
(see §5.5). The residuals to the fit are small every
where except below E '" 0.5, where the residual is quite 
strong, and relatively consistent among the three spec
tra. This fit, however, is only at a local minimum of X2 . 

Fit 2 (panel bofFigure 11), (kTs,kTH) = (0.07,0.3), 
has a better X2 than Fit 1, reduces the residual below 
E", 0.5, but has stronger residuals above E rv 0.7 keY. 
Addition of a third APEC component (Fit 3, panel c of 
Figure 11) does a small amount to improve the fit above 
E rv 0.7 but strong residuals remain below E '" 0.5 
keY. 

To test the significance of the third CIE component, 
we simulated 1.500 spectra using the best two CIE com
ponent model, and fitted each simulation with both a 
two and a three CrE component model. For the fits to 
the observed spectra, the difference in X2 between the 
two models is 44.8, while the distribution of ~X2 for 
the simulations suggests that values greater than that 
should occur < 0.1% of the time. Therefore, the three 
CrE component model is a better fit to the data, but 
may not be more physically meaningful. 

On the soft excess: That all of the above fits produce 
strong positive residuals below E", 0.5 keY suggests a 
possible problem with either the data, the response, or 
the background subtraction in this band. Figure 13 
shows three spectra extracted from regions with suc
cessively higher surface brightness. The spectrum from 
the lowest surface brightness region is extracted from 
the largest area while the spectrum from the highest 
surface brightness region is extracted from the small
est area (see Table 7). If the soft excess were due t,o 
a poorly subtracted particle background or a poorly 
fit Galactic foreground, the spectrum from the lowest 
surface brightness region should have the greatest soft 
excess. Instead, the soft excess is most noticeable in 
the spectra from the higher surface brightness regions. 

One can also check the reality of this soft excess by 
comparing the Chandra data and fits to the XMM
Newton data. From each of the MOS data sets from 
each of the three XMM-Newton observations we have 
extracted spectra from 0.5' < R < 5.0' after exclud
ing sources whose 0.5-2.0 keY Chandra luminosities 
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Fig. 11.- Fits to the global spectrum. Each panel contains three spectra bottom: from Ml-M6, middle: from M7 
shifted upwards by 0.001, and top: from obsid 934 shifted upwards by 0.002. Each spectrum has had the particle 
background removed. The dotted line is the spectrum from all components not due to the diffuse emission from MlOl 
for the Ml-M6 spectrum. The lower plot of each panel shows the difference between the data and the model. The 
points are coded by spectrum; boxes: from MI-M6, diamonds: from M7, and crosses: from obsid 934. 
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were greater than 1037 erg s-1. The particle back
grounds were created and subtracted using the method 
described in Snowden & Kuntz (2008). The six spec
tra were fit simultaneously with nearly the same model 
used with the Chandra spectra. Two additional Gaus
sian components were used to describe the instrumental 
Al and Si lines. Since the point source exclusion limit 
was significantly higher than that for the Chandra data, 
the spectrum of the residual point sources was modeled 
somewhat differently. We used the fit to the aggregate 
Chandra spectrum of all sources with Lx < 1037 erg 
s-1 as described in §4.3 to model the sources in the 
XMM-Newton data. The fit parameters derived from 
the Chandra data were applied directly to the XMM
Newton data without allowing a renormalization, since 
the flux of that collection of sources is relatively well 
measured. (Although the total flux of the population 
changes with time, a significant change is unlikely.) 

Figure 12 shows two reasonable fits to the XMM
Newton spectra. For this figure, the individual spec
tra and the individual models have summed for clarity. 
The left-hand panel shows a fit (Fit IX in Table 5) 
with (kTs, kTH) = (0.20,0.64), similar to Fit 1 of the 
Chandra data. The "soft excess" is clearly seen, so it 
is not a figment of the Chandra calibration. Incidently, 
nearly the same (kTs, kTH) were obtained when assum
ing no residual point source contribution. The right
hand panel shows a somewhat better fit (Fit 2X in Ta
ble 5, Xv = 1.17 versus Xv = 1.25 for 1/ = 566) yielding 
(kTs, kTH) = (0.07,0.32), similar to Fit 2 of the Chan
dra data. Here the'" 1 keY residuals do not argue so 
strongly against this solution due to the relatively short 
exposure of the XMM-Newton observations. In short, 
correcting for the different point source contamination 
levels, the XMM-Newton and Chandra spectra of the 
inner disk are broadly consistent. 

NEI Fitting: That none of the above fits adequately 
model the data suggests that NEI effects may be im
portant. Consequently, we have modeled the spectrum 
with a CIE model and an APEC-based under-ionized 
NEI model. The best fit model of this type produced 
residuals similar to the two APEC component model 
(Fit 4, panel d in Figure 11). In this case the CIE com
ponent had kT = 0.290:t:3:33~ while the NEI component 

has kT = 0.123:t:g:gg~, T = net = (1.88:t:~75) X 1012 

cm-;'s. Although this NET component is not unrea
sonable, in fact it is similar to the soft CIE compo
nent in the best two CIE component fits, it does not 
improve the fit significantly. A two NEI component 
model produces nearly the same fit and neither fluence 
is well determined as both are near their equilibrium 
values. Thus, XEI components are neither particularly 
required nor particularly excluded by the data. 

Differential Emission Measure (DEM) Fitting: Given 
that three CIE components are a somewhat better fit 
to the data than two, it is reasonable to attempt a 
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model with a distribution of emission measures. We 
have modeled the spectra with a powerlaw distribution 
of emission measure where the emission at each temper
ature is represented by APEC models. The power law 
distribution was characterized by an index (either pos
itive or negative) and both upper and lower tempera
ture cutoffs. The resulting fit (Fit 6, Table 6, panel e of 
Figure 11) had relatively strong residuals, and was not 
significantly better than the two APEC model. The 
index of the powerlaw distribution Q = -1.44:t:g:g~; 
the emission measure declines with temperature as one 
might expect. The fitted temperature limits are consis
tent with the range of the individual CIE component 
temperatures found from the previous fits. 

Using the ROBA T spectrum to constrain the fits: 
The low temperature components found in the three 
CIE component fit and the DEM fit should produce sig
nificant flux below the Chandra bandpass. The RaBAT 
bandpass extends down to 0.11 keY. However, given the 
relatively poor spatial resolution of the PSPC camera, 
point source removal is not feasible. Thus the RaBAT 
SED contains not only the diffuse emission from M10} 
but also the point source emission as well. Although 
we have modeled the spectrum of the point sources, 
the ext.ent to which that spectrum can be extrapolated 
through the remainder of the RaBAT band is not dear. 
Thus, the RaBAT spectrum provides only a weak con
straint. 

We have fitted the three Chandra spectra used in 
the above fits simultaneously with the RaBAT spec
trum from the same region. Since the Galactic fore
ground and the extragalactic background have already 
been removed from the RaBAT spectrum, those com
ponents were not included in the fit to the ROBATspec
trum. The point source contribution in the RaBAT 
spectrum was modeled using the spectrum of all of 
the point sources that were not in a ULX state within 
0~5 < R < 5~0 and with SIN> 3 in the 0.5-2.0 keY 
band. The normalization of the model of the diffuse 
M10l emission for the ROSAT spectrum was allowed 
to vary in the same way that the relative normalizations 
of the three Chandra spectra were allowed to vary. 

The ROSA T-constraiued versions of the two and 
three CIE component model fits (Fit 2R versus Fit 2 
and Fit 3R versus Fit 3) produced nearly the same 
parameters as the unconstrained fits. In neither case 
did the fits overproduce flux in the ROSAT Rl and 
R2 bands (0.111 < E < 0.284 keY). Given the in
crease in emission measure as kT decreases, the DEM 
model should be particularly sensitive to the ROSA T 
constraint. However, comparison of the fits with and 
without the ROSAT constraint (Fit 6 versus Fit 6R, 
both in Table 6) show no significant differences. Thus, 
the ROSAT data do not significantly constrain the fits. 

Fitting abundances Given the arguments above 
about the limited number of spectral features, fitting 
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Fig. 12.- Two fits to the XMM-Newton spectra extracted from 0.5' < R < 5.0' after excluding sources whose 0.5-2.0 
keY Chandra luminosities were greater than 1037 erg/so Left: A fit with (kTs, kTH) = (0.20,0.64) and Xv = 1.25. 
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TABLE 5 

GLOBAL SPECTRUM: FIT PARAMETERS I 

:Model kTs kT/ 
(keV) (keV) 

Fit 1 apec+apec 0, 187::~Z~; 
Fit 2 apec+apec O.113~:~:~:~:; 

Fit 2R apec+apee+rosat 0, lO9~g:gg~ 
Fit 2A apec+apec Oll5::~~g~ 
Fit 2E apec+Cl.pt:c O.203~~~:~~~ 
Fit 3 apec+apec+apec Oll2::g~g; O.279~g:~Z~ 

Fit 3R apec+apec+apec O.111~~:i~~:~ O.278~~::),:~~ 
Fit 4 nei+apec O.123~g:~g~ 

r = (1.887::;;"750) x 10'2 

Fit 5 uei+uei O.115~~:~g; 
r = 2.881 x 1013 

Fit lX apec+apec O.204=~::~i~~ 
Fit 2X apcc+apcc O.071~g:gg: 

abundances would not seem to be a particularly useful 
exercise. We have limited our study of the abundances 
in M101 to two relatively tractable problems. 

Although the gas phase abundance of oxygen is well 
measured in the optical, there is no information about 
some of the primary X-ray emitting elements, such as 
iron. We linked the abundances of the light elements 
(He, C, and N) and the alpha process elements (Ne, 
::Vlg, AI, Si, S, Ar, and Ca) to that of oxygen. The 
abundances of iron and nickel were linked, and allowed 
to vary with respect to oxygen. \Ve then fit the spectra 
with a two CIE component model (Fit 2A and panel 
f of Figure 11). The iron abundance fell to roughly 
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kTH Ns N/ NH 
(keV) (l(),-2 ell1- v pe) (1U- 2 elll -G pel (10- 2 elll- V pel 

O,584~Z:6~~ 1.515~Z·.g~~~ O.257~g:gi~ 
O.292~~i::~:~; 2.572~:~: ~~~ O.922=~:i~!; 
O.290::~Z3~ 2.891 :~: i~: O.944~g:g!~ 
O.327~6:gg~ 2,625~g:i!~ 1.l01::Z~!; 
O,ti08:=~:~i~ 1.30H~~:g~~ O.25~~g:~i~ 
().812::~b~~ 2.643::gg~~ O.929::gg;~ O.077::gg~~ 
O.817=~:!i~~ 2.711~~::~~~~ O.929~~:~:;~ O.O79~~:~;; 
O.290~~:~~~ 2.398~~·.;~~ 1.259~;;: i~~ 1.259~g·.i~; 

U.295~g:~g! 2.257~~:~~~ O.927~g:~!~ 
r = 5,000 X 1013 

O.651~Z:~~~ 1.551 ~:~:~~; O.305~~:~~~ 
O.282~Z:Z~~ 13.83:::~~ 1.3GO~g:~~~ 

60% that of oxygen, the temperature of the soft com
ponent did not change significantly while the tempera
ture of the harder component increased. The main rea
SOll that a two component fit works better for variable 
ahundances than for fixed abundances is that varying 
the (Ne,Mg)/Fe allows a better fit to the 0.82 and 0.95 
keY features with a single temperature. A similar three 
CIE component fit was not significantly better, the iron 
abundance again fell to roughly 60% that of oxygen, but 
the lowest temperature component became very poorly 
constrained. 

Having fixed [O/H] to -0.12, we found [Fe/H]=-
0.37, implying [O/Fe]=0.24. From the models and data 



TABLE 6 

GLOBAL SPECTRUM: FIT PARAMETERS II 

Monel kTs a kTH Av v COlnment 
(keV) 

Fit 6 powdem O,013:t:ggg~ -1.443:t:gZ!~ O,740:t:gg~! 1.358 374 

Fit 6R powdem+rosat O.OO6~:~~:~~I~ -1.445~~~:~~; o. 761 ~:~:~!! 1.436 :l80 

shown in Chiappini et al. (2003) and references therein, 
this value of rOlFe] is consistent with the rOlFe] to 
[Fe/H] relation for solar neighborhood stars. Chiappini 
et al. (2003) further show that the [O/H], [C/O], and 
[N /0] gradients in MlOl are consistent with those de
rived using their Milky Way model, suggesting that the 
[Fe/H] relation should be similar. Conversely, there are 
a number of uncertainties, possible systematic uncer
tainties in fitting the X-ray data, the [O/H] was mea
sured from H II regions while the [Fe/H] is fitted from 
the X-ray emission (which may be more processed ma
terial), and both of the abundances are measured over 
a wide range in radii (and thus potentially very differ
ent star formation histories). None the less, the model 
obtained by allowing [Fe/H] to float suggests that the 
lower iron abundance is not unreasonable, 

The soft excess below E", 0.5 keY might also be due 
to incorrect model abundances. A fit using two CIE 
components with the addition of a Gaussian to model 
the soft excess found that the addition of a line with 
kT", 0.48 keY and t:J.kT rv 0.1 keY produced a reduced 
X2 of slightly less than unity with no strong residuals at 
any energy. This fit suggests that the soft excess might 
be due to an over-abundance of carbon and nitrogen, 
both of which have significant emission in this band 
compared to the remainder of the spectrum. Linking 
the carbon and nitrogen abundances, setting all the 
other abundances to that of oxygen, and fitting, pro
duced carbon and nitrogen abundances roughly three 
times solar (Fit 2E). This value is unreasonably high 
given the work of Chiappini et al. (2003). 

Residual Point Sources: For the three CIE compo
nent fit, the residual point-source emission accounts for 
'" 4% of the total MlOl emission. The two component 
fits allowed slightly higher amounts. 

4.6. Surface Brightness Fits 

The increase of hardness ratio with surface bright
ness could be due to changes in either emission measure 
or temperature. To understand the underlying spectro
scopic cause of the variation of the hardness ratio, we 
extracted spectra from regions defined by three surface 
brightness levels, again excluding the regions around 
the bulge and the giant H II regions. The three spectra 
are shown in the left panel of Figure 13, while the re
gions from which they were extracted are shown by the 
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dark contours of the middle panel of Figure 13. The 
spectra were extracted from the M1 through M6 obsids 
only. The spectra were fitted over the more restricted 
range of 0.45 keV<E<lO,O keY in order to avoid the 
complication of the soft excess discussed above, and to 
produce a fit that corresponds to the hardness ratio 
that was measured. The spectra were fitted assuming 
the emission-absorption-emission geometry where the 
emission was modeled by two APEC components. The 
mean absorption was calculated in the same manner as 
for the global spectrum. Fits to each of the spectra in
dividually produced consistent temperatures to within 
the uncertainties. A simultaneous fit of the three spec
tra was then used to determine the relative emission 
measures, which are plotted in the right panel of Fig
ure 13. For these three spectra, the ratio of the emission 
measures, N H / N s, increases with surface brightness. 

Dividing the intermediate surface brightness region 
into four bins with narrower ranges of surface bright
ness shows a similar result, but there is one strongly 
discrepant data point. Careful examination of the color 
map for this surface brightness interval, and subdivi
sion of the region did not reveal any apparent cause for 
the discrepancy, though the spectral shape of the Fe-L 
complex for this region was very different from those 
of the other spectra. Thus, while the emission measure 
of the harder component increases with respect to the 
softer as the surface brightness increases, that relation 
may break down on smaller scales. 

We have attempted to extend this analysis down to 
0.3.'5 keY using a three CIE component fit. The results 
are equivocal since the three components do not map 
cleanly onto the two bands used for the hardness ra
tio. However, such an analysis does suggest that the 
softest component, which does the most to account for 
the soft excess, decreases compared to the ",0.25 keY 
component as the surface brightness increases. 

One might suspect that the increase of the N H / N s 
ratio with surface brightness is due to a relatively uni
form faint component, (a halo for example) with one ra
tio, and a second component of variable strength (star
formation) with a different ratio. However, that the 
second derivative of the function is positive (includ
ing the data from the giant H II regions) or roughly 
zero (excluding those data) excludes that possibility; 
the variable component would have to have a N H / N s 
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Fig. 13.- Left: Spectra extracted from regions with successively higher surface brightnesses. The three spectra were 
extracted from regions with S B < 8.3 x 101lo and R < 5~0, 8.3 x 10ll o < S B < 2.6 X 1089

, and 2.6 x 1089 < S B. The 
subscripts indicate the IJ in fi: 492 pixels of the Gaussian smoothing used for the surface brightness image. Middle: 
Countour map showing the regions from which the spectra were extracted. The contours are 8.3 x 101,,10, 1.0 X 1089

, 

1.5 X 1089
, 1.8 X 1089

, and 2.6 x 1089
• Right: The ratio of the emission measures of the two fitted components for 

each of the spectra. The intermediate surface brightness bin can be broken into four, which are also plotted here. 

TABLE 7 

SURFACE BRIGHT:'IIESS SELECTED SPECTRA: FIT PARAMETERS 

Extraction CountsB. Area N(H) S.B.b Ns NH NH/Ns 
Region (atcud112) 10- 10 shu 

kTs = (~ Rpectm) 

BRT 103~~0 2.71 1.83 ;38.4 11.24":g~; 2.87":g;~ 0.255 ± 0.020 
MID 52697 32.8 1.64 13.0 4.05~~~i~ O.830~~~b~; 0.204 ± 0.017 
DMR 19392 2K4 1.26 3.56 l.L1~:~::;~ O.1~7~:~::~;3 V.W5 ± l1.021l 

kTs (6 Apedra) 

BRT 10330 2.71 1.83 38.4 11.27":~~; 2.84":~;i 0.252 ± 0.018 

IND 10510 4.28 1.74 23.8 7.48":g~~ 1.44:Z:i~ 0.192 ± 0.027 
INC 12011 (i.04 1.65 !lUj 5.gti=:;:~~ l.U4~~:i! 0.177 ± 0.025 
INB 13524 8.07 1.60 14.0 4.40":Zi~ O.810:~:ii~ 0.183 ± 0.026 
INA 17122 14.7 1.59 7.26 2.15~:~:~~ O.560~:)I:~11!~ 0.268 ± 0.024 
DMR 19392 28.4 1.26 3.GG 1.14:~~~! 0, 18G+~:~~~ 0.163 ± 0.027 

l'I.Thf> nllmhf'f of r.Ollnts in o,;·tS keV < E < 10.0 keV aftf'r the Rllhtrnction of thp. particip hackground. 

ratio that increases with the component strength. 

The Giant H II Region Spectra: The giant H II 
regions NGC 5461 and NGC 5462 represent the highest 
surface brightess regions. The spectra were extracted 
from within the 2.6 x 10-9 sbu contour around each 
giant H II region. Due to the relatively small number 
of counts, all of the spectra from the M1 through M7 
segments were combined, and fit simultaneously with 
the spectrum from obsid 934. The spectra were fit over 
0.35 keV < E < 10.0 keV with two CIE component 
models (Figure 14). The fitted temperatures (Table 8) 
are consistent with the (kTs, kTH ) ~ (0.2,0.6) rather 
than the (kTs,kTH ) ~ (0.1,0.3) solution. Indeed, one 
can see quite dearly the lack of a strong soft excess in 
both of these spectra. Despite the relatively low signal 
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to noise, the spectra from the two giant H II regions 
show different 0 VIl/O VIII and O-line/Fe-L complex 
ratios, which are reflected in the fitted temperatures; 
NGC 5461 is hotter (and brighter) than NGC 5462. 
This result is interesting as NGC 5462 famously shows a 
large H I cavity and evidence of an outflow (Kamphuis 
et a1. 1991), while NGC 5461 shows a concentration 
of H I gas and no dear evidence for an outflow. It is 
suggestive that the X-ray emitting plasma in ~GC 5461 
may experience greater pressure confinement than the 
X-ray emitting plasma in NGC 5462 which may be able 
to expand into a void in the neutral gas. Similarly, we 
may be seeing evolutionary effects in that the plasma 
in NGC 5462 ha.'l expanded and cooled, whereas NGC 
5461 may not have broken out. The N HI N s ratios 
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Fig. 14.- Each panel contains two spectra. The bottom spectrum is from M1-M7 while the top spectrum is from obsid 
934 shifted upwards by 0.015 sbu. The dotted line shows the non-MIDI contributions to the spectrum. Left: Spectra 
of NGC 5461. Right: Spectra of NGC 5462. 

of the two giant H II regions are plotted as boxes in 
Figure 13. 

The Bulge Spectrum: The bulge spectrum was ex
tracted from within the 2.6 x 10-9 sbu contour and fit 
in a similar manner. The spectra are better fit by the 
(kTs, kTH ) '" (0.1,0.3) solution, more similar to the 
bulk of the emission. There is some evidence for the 
soft excess, but the number of counts is insufficient for 

0.5 1.0 S.O 
Energy I kpV) 

Fig. 15.- Spectra for the bulge. The bottom spectrum 
is from M1-M6, the middle spectrum is from M7 shifted 
upwards by 0.015 sbu, while the top spectrum is from 
obsid 934 shifted upwards by 0.025 sbu. The dotted line 
shows the non-MIDI contributions to MI-~f6 spectrum. 
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more detailed fitting. We suggest that while the bulge 
has a surface brightness similar to that of NGC 5462, 
the emission mechanisms are more similar to that of 
the bulk of the disk rather than like the more extreme 
environment of the giant H II regions. It is probably 
not dominated by star-formation, and the HST images 
do not show a large population of young stars in the 
bulge. 

4.7. Spectroscopic Summary 

The global spectrum of the diffuse emission in MIDI 
is not well fit by any model, with the greatest discrep
ancy below E '" 0.5 keY. The best fit models contain 
either three CIE components with fixed abundances, 
or two CIE components if the iron-group abundances 
are allowed to vary. The spectra selected on the basis 
of surface brightness suggest that there is no system
atic change in the temperatures of the components as 
a function of surface brightness, perhaps due to being 
the average over many different regions. The'" 0.2 keY 
component increases with surface brightness, while the 
rv 0.6 component increases with respect to the '" 0.2 
keY component. The behavior of the soft excess/softer 
component with surface brightness is not clear but ap
pears to decline with respect to the'" 0.2 keY compo
nent as the surface brightness increases. 

5. Discussion 

5.1. The Sources of the Diffuse Emission 

It has long been understood that the dominant 
source of the total X-ray emission in late-type spirals 
must be star-formatioB; the Lx derived from Einstein 



TABLE 8 

SPECTRA FROM SELECTED REGIONS: FIT PARAMETERS 

Name CountsB- kT8 kTH NH/Ns Xe 11 

keY keY 

NGC G4G2 1790 O.20G~i:~~;i O,G02~Z:i~~~ 0.333 ± 0.152 0.514 187 

NGe 5461 28~2 O.258~ri:g;b O,721~g~~~~ (J.472 ± 0.204 0.493 186 
BULGE 4345 U.097~~~~:~~); o .:i4ti~~~:~))~: 0.202 ± 0.074 1.151l ;no 

a'Thc number of counts in O.3G keV < E < 10.0 keV after the subtrac.tion of the 
particle hackground. 

studies is more strongly correlated with LpIR, an indi
cator of the star-formation rate, than with L H, a tracer 
of the total stellar mass, while the reverse is true in 
early-type spirals (Fabbiano & Shapley 2002, and ref
erences therein). The earliest highly-smoothed Chan
dra images of spiral galaxies showed the X-ray emis
sion to be correlated with spiral arms, and thus with 
star-formation (e.g. Tyler et al. 2004). The object of 
this study was to obtain a sufficiently deep exposure 
that one could identify individual X-ray-emitting struc
tures, such as superbubbles or large OB complexes. To 
some extent this has been accomplished; Figures 4 and 
5 show clear relations between individual X-ray knots 
and individual H II regions and star-forming complexes. 

Although it is clear that the bulk of the diffuse X
ray emission is related to star-formation, it remains to 
quantify what fraction of the X-ray emission is not due 
to star-formation. The X-ray emission clearly extends 
beyond the sites of strong star-formation, so it remains 
to be qualified how much of the emission is due to cur
rent star formation, stellar wind and supernova blown 
bubbles, and how much of the emission is due to less 
recent star formation, the non-localized diffuse emis
sion. Unresolved X-ray binaries account for only rv 4% 
of the observed emission (§4.5). The following section 
first determines the amount of X-ray emission due to 
identifiable SNR. We then use the radial profiles in the 
X-ray and FUV to place a limit on the amount of X
ray emission due to stars. We then show that the shape 
of the X-ray jFUV correlation can be understood by a 
fairly simple model of young stellar clusters. 

Individual SNR: One can estimate the fraction of 
the diffuse emission due to optically idelltifiable SNR. 
The :vlatonick & Fesen (1997) catalogue of SNR in 
MI01 was created by searching for objects with large 
[S II]/Ha ratios in ground-based images. Due to reso
lution and confusion, such a catalogue primarily misses 
small faint remnants and remnants without strong 
[S II], which also tend to be young and small. Such 
remnants, if X-ray bright, would have been excluded 
as point-like sources. For each SNR in the Matonick 
and Fesen catalogue, we created a region with a radius 
equal to the square root of the sum of the squares of 
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the quoted semi-major axis and the PSF size, but no 
smaller than 5". We then measured the surface bright
ness within the SNR regions; the Matonick and Fesen 
remnants account for a total of rv 3.3% of the 0.45-1.0 
ke V flux within the ACIS-S3 mosaic while occupying 
rv 1.2% of the area in that mosaic. Only a dozen of 
the Matonick and Fesen remnants are coincident with 
strong X-ray knots with surface brightness> 2 x 10-9 

sbu. All in all, the optically identifiable SNR make a 
minor contribution to the total diffuse X-ray emission. 
Although the bulk of the X-ray emission may be created 
by supernovae the emission must be from supernovae 
that have lost their identities and are no longer distin
guishable as individual remnants. 

FUV Emission and Its Timescale: The X-rays due 
to current star formation are produced by supernovae 
and, to a much lesser extent, winds from massive stars. 
Thus, these X-rays should be correlated with tracers 
of massive star formation. The FUV emission sampled 
by the GALEX FUV band is due primarily to massive 
stars; rv 75% is due to 0 stars with M init >25 Me:; and 
rv 95% is due to 0 and B stars with M init >8 Me:; for a 
zero-age stellar population. Thus the bulk of the F1JV 
emission is produced by the stars that will produce the 
X-rays. 

There are two FUV time-scales of interest: the aver
age age of the stars emitting in the FUV, and the aver
age age of star-forming regions emitting strongly in the 
FUV. From the Padova isochrones (Marigo et al. 2008), 
the flux weighted average age for a simple stellar pop
ulation (SSP) is rv 32 Myr, roughly the main-sequence 
lifetime of a 8Ms star. This age is due to the large num
ber of low mass stars that produce ;S 5% of the peak 
FUV emission, but produce that amount for a very long 
time. Conversely, if one considers a star-forming re
gion with a maximum stellar mass of rv 60Ms , and as
sume that the region becomes indistiguishable from the 
background when it has faded to 5% of its peak FGV 
brightness, then the average age of the FUV bright star
forming regions is only ~ 7 Myr, roughly the age of a 
26Me:; star. These time-scale considerations are impor
tant when looking at the correlations over small scales; 
FUV identifiable star-forming regions should fade much 



more quickly than their X-ray emission, possibly leav
ing X-ray "fossil" star-forming regions. Although the 
FUV IX-ray emission ratio changes with the age of the 
stellar population the large scale FUV IX-ray correla
tion should be dominated by FUV emission from stars 
formed in the last ~ 10 Myr and the X-ray emission 
from stars formed between 2 and 32 Myr ago. The lat
ter should be extended to even older ages to account 
for the cooling time of the hot plasma. Thus, the large 
scale FUV IX-ray correlation reflects the ratio of cur
rent to recent star-formation, though in a relatively 
complex way. 

5.2. Radial Profile 

Figure 16 shows the radial profiles of the X-ray and 
absorption-corrected FUV emission normalized in the 
I' <R< 3' annulus. Save for the inner arcminute, the 
correspondence is quite close, suggesting that the bulk 
of the X-rays are related to current and recent star for
mation. However this correspondence should not be 
taken too far as there is, cumulatively, a significant 
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Fig. 16.- The surface brightness profile. Solid: The 
0.45-1.0 keY band from the ACIS-S3 and ACIS-S2 de
tectors, which overlap from 4:5 to 5:5. The ACIS-S3 
profile has been smoothed by 1'.'5 while the ACIS-S2 
profile has been smoothed by 1l~'3. Dotted: The 
GALEX FUV emission normalized to the X-ray at 
I' <R< 3'. Note that it rises significantly above the 
X-ray emission at large radii. The profile has been 
smoothed to match the X-ray data at the same radius. 
Grey: The GALEX FUV emission corrected for ex
tinction and normalized to the X-ray at I' <R< 3'; 
it appears to track the X-ray quite well to R~ 12'. 
Dashed: The expected X-ray emission from chromo
spherically active dwarfs calculated from the K band 
profile. 
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amount of FUV emission from lower mass stars (20% 
of the flux is due to stars older than 20 Myr) which also 
produce X-rays but with a different FUV IX-ray ratio. 

The most direct estimate of X-ray emission due to 
stars scales the K-band luminosity which is generally 
used to trace the total stellar mass. The problem is that 
the X-ray luminosity function and X-ray spectrum for 
stars is poorly characterized. Revnivtsev et al. (2007) 
has attempted to solve this problem using X-ray obser
vations of M32 and, assuming that there is no diffuse 
X-ray emitting gas in that galaxy, finds that: 

. ) 027L -lL- 1 
L2.0-10.0 = (3.3 ± 1.0 x 1 K"erg s .' (6) 

We extracted a K band image of MI01 from the 2Mass 
Large Galaxy Atlas4 (Jarrett et al. 2003), created a ra
dial profile, and used the Revnivtsev scaling to obtain 
the 2-10 keY X-ray emission due to stars. The stellar 
spectrum described in Revnivtsev et al. (2007) has two 
thermal components; kT = 1.0 keY with abundance 
z = 0.03, and a second with kT = 5.0 keY and solar 
abundance. The relative normalizations are not given, 
but the spectrum shown in Revnivtsev et al. (2007) has 
two components that cross at E = 1.4 keY, which re
quires the harder component to have a normalization 
that is 0.45 times that of the softer component. We 
used this spectral model to convert from the 2-10 ke V 
emission to the 0.45-1 keY emission, and the result is 
shown as the dotted line in Figure 16. The uncertain
ties are neccessarily large given the need to extrapolate 
from one broad energy band to another. The stellar 
fraction rises from ~ 10% in the nucleus to ;S 15% at 
R= 0:5, then declines to ""' 5% at 3', and remains at 
that level to at least 5'. The radial profile of the stellar 
emission is much steeper than the radial profile of the 
diffuse emission. Given the hardness of the Revnivtsev 
spectrum, the stellar contribution must be relatively 
small else one would see a change in X-ray hardness ra
tio with radius. However, there are two problems with 
applying this relation to :VIlOl. 

First, the Revnivtsev scaling is appropriate only for 
an old stellar population as the younger stellar popula
tion will have a higher K-band luminosity, and younger 
stars have higher X-ray luminosities. G, K, and M stars 
in the 0.1-1 Gyr range are an order of magnitude more 
luminous in the X-ray than the stars in the 1-10 Gyr 
range; with a continuous star formation rate the 0.1-1 
Gyr sample produces as much X-ray emission as the 
1-10 Gyr sample (see Kuntz & Snowden 2001, and ref
erences therein). Thus, the stellar X-ray emission in 
MIOl should be two to three times greater per mass 
than in M32. The K band flux for the entire stellar 
population, conversely, declines by a factor of 30 from 
0.01 Gyr to 0.1 Gyr, by a factor offour between 0.1 Gyr 
and 1.0 Gyr, and by another factor of four between 1.0 

4http://irsa.ipac.caitech.edu/applicationsj2MASS/LGA/ 



Gyr and 10.0 Gyr (Vazquez & Leitherer 2005) Thus 
the Revnivtsev et al. (2007) scaling may be off by fac
tors of two to ten, depending upon the strength of the 
youngest population. 

Second, the Revnivtsev spectrum is incomplete. The 
stellar SED used by Kuntz & Snowden (2001) was de
termined from two component fits of ROSA T spectra 
of stars and was described by two thermal components 
with kT ~ 0.15 keY and kT ~ O.S keY. A large numher 
of studies find the aggregate spectrum of stars in mas
sive star-forming regions to have kTs ~ 0.2 keY and 
kTH =1-3 keY (e.g., Franciosini et al. 2005; Townsley 
et al. 2003, and others). Thus, the Revnivtsev spec
trum should probably be augmented by another softer 
component. The relative strength of the component is 
not clear as the ratio of the emission measures for the 
young stars are typically not well characterized. Kuntz 
& Snowden (200l) suggested that the 0.2 keY compo
nent was small compared to the O.S keY component. 

Given its spectral shape, the Revnivtsev stellar con
tribution is similar to the aggregate X-ray point source 
spectrum, so meaningful simultaneous spectral fitting 
of these two components is not possible. Replacing the 
X-ray point source model with the Revnivtsev stellar 
model, one finds that the Revnivtsev model can account 
for only ~ 2% of the diffuse emission. Addition of the 
softer component should not increase this amount sub
stantially. 

5.3. The X-ray /FUV Correlation 

The am01lnt of emission not related to star forma
tion: The global FUV IX-ray correlation is shown in 
the left panel of Figure 17. Both the FUV and X-ray 
data were binned by the FUV surface brightness af
ter the removal of foreground stars. The correlation 
is shown both including and excluding the bulge and 
the giant H II regions. The soft X-ray surface bright
ness is a strong non-linear function of the FUV surface 
brightness over two orders of magnitude in FUV sur
face brightness and over one order of magnitude in X
ray surface brightness. This correlation suggests that 
the bulk of the X-ray emission is indeed the product of 
star-formation. The giant H II regions show a stronger 
relation at higher FUV surface brightnesses than does 
the remainder of the disk. The relation for the remain
der of the disk can be roughly described by the function 

I: x = A + BI:~uv (7) 

for FUV surface brightnesses below O.OS sbu. One must 
be careful interpreting the relation at FUV > O.OS sbu, 
as each data point above that value is the average of 
only a few individual star-forming regions while data 
points below that value are the average of many regions. 

Given that global correlation for the bulk of the disk 
seems to be different from that including the giant H II 
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regions, one may ask whether the correlation is uni
versal. One could imagine that due to the decrease of 
the surface density of molecular gas (not yet measured 
for this galaxy), or the strong radial dependence of the 
abundances, that the nature of star formation might 
change with radius. We divided the disk into a number 
of annular zones and repeated the analysis: the results 
are seen in the bottom panel of Figure 17. The corre
lations for individual annular regions show progessively 
lower X-ray surface brightness at a given FUV surface 
brightness as one moves outward ill the galaxy. 

We fitted Equation 7 to the data for each annulus. 
The initial fit allowed all parameters to vary for all radii 
(the top third of Table 9). The X-ray offset, A, became 
negative for the outer two radii, so subsequent fits con
strained A :::: 0, producing the fitted curves shown in 
the bottom panel of Figure 17 (the middle third of Ta
ble 9). In all cases, f3 is slightly larger than 0.5, and 
that there is no significant trend in B with radius. Fix
ing the exponent to the average, 0.55, and fitting, A 
decreases with radius, but there is no signifcant trend 
in B. The X-ray offset, A, is roughly 20% of the X-ray 
surface brightness in the l~'O <R< 3~'O annulus, :s 10% 
of the X-ray surface brightness in the 3'.'0 <R< 4'!O 
annulus, and is not significant in the 4~'O <R< 5~'O an
nulus. This offset represents X-ray emission that is not 
due to the recent star-formation traced by the FUV 
flux. This emission may be due to X-ray disk emis
sion from star-formation older than ~ 20 Myr whose 
FUV emission is faint, to an extended bulge/halo, and 
to emission from chromospherically active dwarf stars. 

The shape of the correlation itself: Assuming a 
simple stellar population, one can calculate the super
nova rate from the initial mass function and the main
sequence lifetime. Using the Girardi isochrones (Marigo 
et al. 200S)S one finds that the FUV emission is rela
tively constant before the first supernovae, and then 
drops rapidly upon the onset of supernovae due to the 
strong mass-luminosity relation and the increase in sur
face temperature with mass. For a collection of identi
cal star clusters, each of which contains a simple stellar 
population (SSP), the FUV brightest ones will have lit
tle to no X-ray emission, while the FUV fainter clusters 
will have stronger X-ray emission. 

The "x" symbols in the left panel of Figure 17 plot 
the data for individual FLV knots whose surface bright
nesses are above ~ O.OS sbu, an approximate "confusion 
limit". The HSTimage shows each of these FUV knots 
to be composed of either an individual H II region or a 
small collection of H II regions. The FUV IX-ray rela
tion for the FUV knots is much steeper than the global 
relation. The small boxes plot the data for individ
ual X-ray knots whose surface brightnesses are above 
'" 2.6 x lO-g sbu, ThE'se X-ray knots tend to be ex-

5 Available from http:/ jstev.oapd.inaf.it/cgi-binj cmd_2.2. 
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Fig. 17.- Left: The X-ray surface brightness as a function of the FUV surface brightness. The large filled 0 symbols 
are the relation for all of the data in the ACIS-S3 mosaic, while the large empty 0 symbols are the relation excluding 
the giant H II regions and the bulge. The small x symbols are for individual FUV knots while the + symbols are 
for individual X-ray knots. Right: The X-ray surface brightness as a function of the FUV surface brightness for the 
data in the ACIS-S3 mosaic excluding the giant H II regions and the bulge. The 0 symbols are for 1~0 < R < 3~0, 
x symbols for 3~ < R < 4~0, and <> symbols for 4~ < R < 5~0. The smooth lines are functions fitted to data with 
FUV < 0.005 sbu (see text). 

TABLE 9 

FUV/X-RAY CORRELATION FITS 

RRrlillS A B {3 x~ v 
X 10- 10 xlO- 8 

sbu 

1:0<R<3:0 293': :~~ 4.60~~·.~~ O.59=~:~~~ 2.36 7 
3:0<R<4:0 -920':i~~ 3.09~~:~~ O.47~~:~: 2.21 7 
4:0<R<S:o -fi.lR~l:~~ ;1)~g~i',~~ O.51=2:~~ 2.99 7 

A ~ 0 
1:0<R<3;O 2.9:l+U~ 4.60,::~o'ti O.59=~~:~~~ 2.36 7 
3:0<R<4:0 0 3. 70:!Z:~: O.4g=Z~g~ 2.08 8 

4:0<R<5:0 0 4.83~~·.~~ O.56=:~:~; 2.71 8 

A ~ 0 and {3 '= 0.55 
l;O<R<:l:O 
:l:O<R<4:0 
4:0<R<5:0 

tended complexes of star-forming regions, and for the 
larger complexes we have plotted both the aggregate 
value and the values for smaller, brighter, sub-regions. 
The dotted line marks the approximat.e surface bright
ness threshold of the X-ray knots. 

There are many X-ray regions that lie significant.ly 
above the global correlation and those well separated 
from the main clump are particularly interesting. Some 
X-ray knots without FUV counterparts might be back
ground clusters. This seems to be the case for the X-ray 
knot with the lowest FUV surface brightness; there are 
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a large number of background galaxies near this region. 
Similarly, star-forming regions suffering a large amount 
of extinction should fall in this region and, indeed, most 
of the FUV-faint X-ray knots do show evidence of dust 
lanes. There may also be "fossil" star-forming regions 
where the X-ray emission persists after the bulk of the 
massive stellar population has died. Examination of 
the HST images reveals only three or four regions with 
X-ray surface brightness above 2.6 x 10-!l shu and FUV 
surface bright.ness below 0.01 shu which are without a 
significant population of blue stars and are without ev-



idence of dust lanes or strong absorption. We do not 
find evidence of "high surface brightness" X-ray emis
sion that is not associated with either H II regions or 
large populations of young massive stars. 

The location of a star cluster on this plot is a com
plex function of the cluster's mass and age, further 
complicated by sequential star formation and the un
certainty in the rate at which the X-ray emission fades. 
Understandably, the two knot selections produce very 
different results, while the global relation lies between 
them. 

A nai"ve model: The shape of the FUV IX-ray cor
relation can be understood in the context of a naIve 
model of a collection of young star clusters, each com
posed of a simple stellar population. We assume 1) that 
the total star formation rate is constant, 2) that every 
line of sight passes through only a single cluster, 3) that 
all clusters are characterized by a Kroupa (2001) IMF, 
4) that the mass of the cluster is set by the mass of 
the most massive star formed in the cluster, m*, using 
the formulation of Weidner & Kroupa (2006), that ev
ery supernova produces the canonical 10,,1 ergs, and 5) 
the cluster mass function of Weidner et a1. (2004). We 
used the Marigo et a1. (2008) isochrones to determine 
the FUV flux for a grid of stellar masses from 1 to 98 
lVI0 and ages from 1 to 200 Myr: and calculated a con
sistent supernova rate for the same grid. We assumed 
that every supernova produces the canonical 10~1 ergs, 
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Fig. 18.- The supernova rate as a function of FUV 
luminosity for a naIve model coll('ction of young stellar 
clusters. The thick lines are models scaled to the ob
servations. As with the previous figure, empty boxes 
show the relationship excluding the giant H II regions 
and filled boxes include all of the data. The thin line 
is the square root function fitted to the data including 
the giant H II regions. 
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but left the efficiency by which the supernova energy is 
converted to X-rays to be scaled to match the model to 
the data. The thick solid lines in Figure 18 show the 
results of this model scaled to match the peak of the 
model to the L FUV at which the difrerent FUV IX-ray 
relations diverge strongly. The efficiency was then ad
justed to allow the model to fit the data; the required 
efficiencies are roughly 0.1 %. The peak of the model is 
due to the fact that the clusters with the very highest 
FUV luminosity have not produced supernovae. The 
lower cutoff is due to the fact that stars with masses 
less than 8 M0 continue to have FUV emission but do 
not produce supernovae. The shape of the model rela
tion is similar to that observed when one excludes the 
giant H II regions. The shape of the relation is not sig
nificantly changed by reasonable variation of the input 
relations. 

This model is naIve. It ignores stellar winds, the 
physical extent of clusters, which may vary with mass 
and time (cluster dissolution), the uniform FUV emis
sion that is not due to clusters, and the fact that many 
star-forming regions are not single clusters but are com
posites. Another naIvete is that while the supernova 
rate may be instantaneous, the X-ray emission will last 
much longer than the time step. However, this old X
ray emission may produce no more than a simple offset 
in the relation, the A parameter in Equation 7. One 
may further question whether the LFUV ISN rate corre
lation was extracted from the model in a manner con
sistent with the way the observed FUV IX correlation 
was extracted from the data. By selecting all of the im
age pixels in a given FUV surface brightness interval, 
one seled.s the centers of fainter star-forming regions 
and the peripheries of the brighter star-forming regions, 
thus combining regions with different m*; this is equiv
alent to smoothing the model relation. Despite the 
shortcomings of this naIve model, it produces roughly 
the correct shape for the FUV IX-ray correlation. 

5.4. Further Morphological Considerations 

The HQ emission in M101 is more strongly clumped 
than the FUV emission due, in part, to stronger scat
teling of the FUV than of the HQ (Waller et a1. 1997). 
A similar comparison of the FUV and the X-ray might 
determine whether the X-ray emitting gas is more ex
tended than the FtJV emission. Figure 19 (left) shows 
the FUV and X-ray radial profiles of seventy-five of the 
brightest individual FUV knots, excluding the Giant 
H II regions and the bulge. The X-ray and FUV pro
files have similar core sizes, but the X-ray profile has 
broader wings. Since the GALEX resolution is Z.'5-3'!0 
(HWHM, Martin et a1. 2005), while the mean Chandra 
resolution is 2-3", this is not an effed. of the resolution. 
The broad X-ray wings demonstrate that the average 
FUV knot is embedded in diffuse X-ray emission, as can 
be seen by inspection of Figure 3. Whether individual 



FUV knots possess an X-ray halo due to hot gas that 
has expanded beyond the confines of the H II region 
defined by the FUV emission can not be answered with 
the current data. 

The delay between FUV production and X-ray pro
duction, and the long cooling times for X-ray gas sug
gest that there should be significant X-ray emission 
downstream of spiral arms, though the X-ray emission 
need not be immediately downstream of the current 
sites of vigorous star-formation. Figure 19 (center) is 
the GALEX image of M101 on which has been plotted 
the flow lines for circular orbits assuming a position an
gle of 42°, inclination of 21 0, and the fit of the rotation 
curve from Meidt et al. (2009). The length of the flow
lines shows the motion over 10 YIyr, a time chosen to 
produce legible vectors. For most of the region covered 
by the ACIS-S3 detector, hot gas produced by star
formation in the arm will travel nearly parallel to the 
arms. Admittedly, this model ignores the deviations 
in circular orbits due to the gravitational effect of the 
arms themselves, but such considerations do not change 
the conclusion that the hottest gas should remain fairly 
close to the arm, making any X-ray "after-images" from 
defunct star-forming regions rather difficult to detect. 

Despite this difficulty, a simple analysis of the arm 
profiles is revealing. We can determine whether there is 
more X-ray emission downstream of FUV knots which, 
to some extent, define the arms. Using the rotation 
model described above, we created profiles along the 
flow direction for each FUV knot (Figure 19 right). The 
mean FUV profile shows that there is more emission 
downstream. The notch at rv 25 Myr is likely due to 
the low probability of two star-forming regions form
ing close together along the same flow-line. The X-ray 
emission mimics the FUV emission but is far stronger, 
suggesting contributions from older star-forming re
gions that are no longer FUV bright. However, con
fusion by close successive spiral arm segments along 
the flow lines mean that such an analysis can not place 
any meaningful constraint on the X-ray cooling times 
for this galaxy. 

5.5. Spectroscopy 

Comparison with our pT'evious results: The spectro
scopic analysis here is much finer than that of KYISP; 
this improvement is not due solely to the larger number 
of counts and more uniform coverage of the brightest 
portion of the disk. The stowed data produce much 
higher signal-to-noise particle background spectra, and 
the data are dependable to 0.35 keY, while KMSP lim
ited their study to above 0.45 keY. Use of the ACIS
S1 data for background analysis was not possible for 
KMSP, but now yields a dependable measure of the 
Galactic foreground spectrum that is uncontaminated 
by the emission from MlO1. 

Caveats on the meaning of spectral fits: As noted 
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above, it is generally not possible to determine from 
these spectra whether the emitting plasmas are in CIE 
or not, particularly since, at any spatial resolution, the 
spectrum will be the product of multiple emission com
ponents. Except in some extreme cases, the CIE models 
reprellent the spectral shape of NEI spectra reasonably 
well, even if they do not provide good measures for the 
true electron temperatures. Further, given that multi
ple components contribute to the spectrum any division 
between CIE and NEI components is not likely to be 
unique. 

The best fit required three CIE components with 
kT = (0.112,0.279,0.812) keY, followed by a fit with 
two eIE components with kT = (0.113,0.292) keY, 
whereas fits restricted to E > 0.45 keY are well fit with 
kT (0.192,0.601) keY. Fitting the giant H II regions 
for E > 0.35 keY produced kT = (0.2-0.25,0.6-0.7) 
keY. This spread of temperatures among the different 
fits suggests a continuous distribution of emission mea
sure, but a simple power law distribution did not fit the 
data any better. Since the global spectrum is summed 
over many different emitting regions, one might expect 
a variety of temperatures and thus a "lumpy" distribu
tion of emission measure. 

To determine the extent to which the spectrum is 
described by a discrete rather than continuous distri
bution we performed the following exercise. We as
sumed a three CIE component model. For each tem
perature in 0.08 < kT < 1.0, in steps of kT = 0.02, 
and each normalization in -7.0 < 10glON < -5.0, in 
steps of loglO N = 0.1, we determined the best fit after 
fixing one component at that (kTf' Nf ) and allowing 
the other two components to vary. There are multiple 
ways of analysing the results of this "sweep" search. 
.For a given lTf , one can consider the best fit or the fit 
with the greatest N f producing a X2 smaller than some 
value. In neither case is the result trivial to interpret; 
given a spectrum produced by two CIE components at 
kTs and kTH, introducing a eomponent kTf such that 
kTs < kTf < kTH will cause the fitted kTs to be less 
than the true kTs , the fitted kTH to be greater than the 
true kT H, and both fitted normalizations to be lower 
than their true values. 

Figure 20 (Left) plots the fit parameters for all three 
components for the best fit to the global spectrum at a 
given kTf . The emission measure has a peak at rv 0.1 
keY, a peak at 0.25-0.3 keY, and a much broader peak 
at rv 0.6 keY, consonant with the two and three CIE 
component fits. Simulations of power law DEM spectra 
with equivalent exposure, FOV, and response produee 
a smooth distribution of components following the the 
power law in the kTf,Nf plot rather than this multiply 
peaked distribution. Simulations of the three CIE com
ponent model yielded a similarly broad distribution of 
fitted temperatures for the highest temperature compo
nent, suggesting that the temperature cannot be well 
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Fig. 19.- The GALEX image of MI01 with the flow-lines marked for several of the strongly X-ray emitting arms, as 
well as a number of other FUV knots. The length of each vector is the distance traveled on a circular orbit in 10 Myr. 
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Fig. 20.- The results of a three CTE component sweep search fit where olle component was fixed in temperature and 
normalization, kTj, N j, while the other two were adjusted to minimize X2

. The boxes are the parameters of the fixed 
component, the + are the parameters of the softer of the two floating components, and the x are the parameters of 
the harder of the two floating components. Left: Plot of results for the best X2 for each kTj. Right: Plot of results 
for the greatest value of Nj producing a X2 < 1.5 for each value of kTj . The solid line in both plots is a power law 
with a = -1.44 and an arbitrary normalization. 

constrained by the data of this quality or resolution; 
the width need not be intrinsic but may be so. 

Figure 20 (Right) plots the fit parameters for all 
three components for the highest normalization Nj pos
sible at each kTj while keeping X2 < 1.5. The solid 
line is a power law with the index from the DEM fit 
and an arbitrary normalization; it follows the kT-N re
lationship very well, with the exception of the region 
around 0.25-0.3 keY, where there is a strong peak in 
the left paneL Thus it would seem that the index of 
the power law DEM fit is set by the X2 envelope but 
the true distribution of emission measure is more com
plicated than a power law, and is more similar to the 
multi-component fit. 
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This analysis can be extended one step further to 
consider the effects of fitting a power law D8M with 
two or three eIE components. Figure 21 shows the 
temperatures of two component fits to a power law 
DEM of index a, minimum temperature cutoff of 0.08 
keY, and a maximum temperature cutoff of kTc . For 
-1.5 < a < 1.5, the two components have tempera
tures of ~ 0.2 keY and ~ 0.6 keY, and the tempera
tures increase only slightly with a. The temperature 
of the hotter component illcreases more rapidly with 
the upper cutoff temperature. Three component fits 
for a < -1 produce component temperatures of ~ 0.1 
keY. 0.2 - 0.25 keY, and 0.45 - 0.6 keY. At higher a 
the fits tend to two component solutions. The details 



are relatively unimportant; the lesson is that at CCD 
resolution, nearly any continuous distribution of emis
sion measure, when fit by two CIE components, pro
duces nearly the same fit temperatures, even though 
the spectra have very different shapes. 

Thus, for the high quality spectra of MlOI, the fitted 
temperatures appear to represent the underlying distri
bution. For lower quality spectra, the fitted tempera
tures, particularly those around kT = (0.2,0.6) keY 
are highly suspect as many different distributions can 
produce the same fitted temperatures. 

In M10I, the soft excess drives the fit; excluding 
E < 0.45 allows the typical kT = (0.2,0.6) keY fit, 
while including that spectral range requires a third 
component at ~ 0.1 keY, which then pushes the other 
components to higher temperatures. As discussed in 
§4.5, this soft component is real, and our preliminary 
analysis of Chandra data of M83, the only other galaxy 
with sufficient quality data in 0.35 < E < 0.45 suggests 
a similar soft excess. Owen & Warwick (2009) note a 
similar excess in the XMM-Newton spectra of the dif
fuse emission in M51 and M83 and suggest that it is due 
to a power-law component with r ~ 2.9. Such a com
ponent is not compatible with our data unless strongly 
absorbed below 0.4 keY. 

The spectrum is thus described by a soft component 
at ~ 0.1 keY, a narrow distribution of temperatures 
around 0.25 keY, and a broad distribution of tempera
tures around 0.6 keY. Although the broad distribution 
around 0.6 keY is due, in part, to uncertainty in the fits, 
we cannot rule out an intrinsically broader distribution 
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Fig. 21.- The component temperatures derived by fit
ting a powerlaw DEM spectrum with index Q and the 
high temperature cutoff listed, with a two CIE compo
nent model. Each curve is labeled with the high tem
perature cutoff, kTc , in keY. 
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of temperatures. 

Comparison with other galaxies: A number of late
type galaxies have been fit with two thermal mod
els and have been found to have temperatures of 0.2-
0.25 and 0.6-0.75; NGC 224 (Trudolyubov et al. 2005), 
NGC 2403 (Fraternali et al. 2002), NGC 4303 (Jimenez
Bailon et al. 2003), NGC 6946 (Schlegel et al. 2003), 
and a round half-dozen by Owen & Warwick (2009). 
There are a few that do not fit this mold, such as NGC 
3184 (Doane et al. 2004). There are a wide variety of 
techniques for handling the backgrounds, abundances, 
and internal absorption, as well as differences in the fit
ted energy ranges, which can lead to a large variation 
in the fitted temperatures. Despite the large variety 
of analysis techniques, the bulk of these disks can be 
characterized by kT ~ 0.2-0.25 and kT ~ 0.6-0.75, the 
typical temperatures obtained from most DEM distri
butions with reasonable cut-off temperatures. Thus the 
temperatures are not the parameter of interest for com
paring the emission from different galaxies, it is the ra
tio of the emission measures of the components, which 
is a quantity not so frequently listed. These tempera
tures are alos similar to those of Galactic star-forming 
regions, which are subject to the same fitting uncer
tainties. 

Comparison to the Galaxy: The temperatures de
termined for the global spectrum of M101 are similar to 
temperatures of Galactic emission. Many large features 
have temperatures of '" 0.25 such as the Galactic halo 
(Kuntz &; Snowden 2000) and the Loop I superbub
ble (Willingale et al. 2003). The line of sight towards 
(f,b) = (111°,1°) studied by Kuntz & Snowden (2008) 
showed local (D<3 kpc) 0.25 keY emission, and 0.6 
keY emission on the far side of the Perseus arm, per
haps due to star formation there. The average ~ 0.250 
Galactic halo component towards the North Galactic 
Pole (which does not include the bulk of the local disk 
emission) has an emission measure of 8.8 x 10-4 cm-G 

pc (Kuntz et al. 2001), which is equivalent to a surface 
brightness of 1.6 x 10-11 sbu in M101. This is slightly 
less than the surface brightness in the dark interarm 
region between NGC 5462 and the bulk of the disk. If 
the halo of M101 is similar to that of the Galaxy, it is 
overwhelmed by the disk emission. 

Comparison to Galactic Star-Forming regions: The 
most apt comparison to M101 would be star-forming re
gions in the Galaxy or Magellanic Clouds. Those star
forming regions sufficiently unabsorbed to allow mean
ingful spectral fits down to 0.35 keY are typically suf
ficiently large that they have been observed only with 
the ACIS-I, whose response at 0 VII is poor. However, 
the observations of the Rosetta nebula (kT = 0.06,0.8 
keV) , and the Omega nebula (kT = 0.13,0.6 keY) 
(both Townsley et al. 2003) show a similar two com
ponent structure. Several other nebula with strong 
absorption show a range of single component temper-



atures; 30 Doradus (kT = 0.58 keY Townsley et al. 
2006), NGC 6357 (kT = 0.6 keY Wang et al. 2007), 
the Lagoon nebula (kT = 0.63 keY Rauw et al. 2002), 
and Cepheus B (kT = 0.8 keY Getman et al. 2006). 
Although the spread of temperatures from the single 
temperature fits might compensate for softer compo
nents, the two component fits suggest a real variation 
in the temperature of the harder component. The ra
tio of the emission measures, where fit, have not been 
published, so that comparison is impossible. 

On the hardness ratio/surface brightness relation. 
The hardness ratio increases with the X-ray surface 
brightness and the X-ray surface brightness increases 
with the UV surface brightness, and thus the star
formation rate. One should be able to observe the same 
relation in other galaxies to determine the extent of the 
effect of metallicity, disk surface density, and other lo
cal effects. Since, at least in late-type disks such as 
MIOl, the emission due to star-formation dominates, 
the global hardness ratio should reflect the global star
formation rate to the extent that local effects do not 
matter. As one moves to earlier type disks, this relation 
should fail as the stellar emission begins to dominate. 
However, a better characterization of the spectrum of 
the stellar emission might allow one to untangle the 
various effects, again using the K-band emission as a 
tracer of the stellar mass. 

6. Summary 

Because MIOl is face-on, there is no clear way to 
separate the halo/thick disk emission from the thin 
disk/star-formation component. Comparison to the 
Galaxy suggests that the halo emission in MIOl is over
whelmed by the disk emission. The change in the 
FUV IX-ray correlation with radius sugge;;ts that no 
more than 20% of the emission in the center can be due 
to the sum of the halo, the stellar emission, and emiB
sion due to star formaUon older than that traced by 
the brihgt FUV emission. Even less emission is avail
able for these components at larger radii. Thus, not 
separating the halo from the disk does not pose a sig
nificant problem for the analysis of the diffuse emission. 

The bulk of the X-ray emission is due to current and 
recent star-formation. Residual X-ray binaries account 
for 4% of the unresolved flux, while unre;;olved stars ac
count for ;S 3% of the diffuse flux. A large contribution 
from stars would produce a radial change in the X-ray 
hardness ratio that is not observed. 

One would expect the bulk of the emission due to 
star-formation to be produced by supernovae. How
ever, the contribution of individual supernova remmmts 
is relatively low; the bulk of the emission must originate 
with remnants that have lost their identity as individual 
remnants. The relation between the X-ray and FUV 
surface brightness is non-linear, as one might expect 
from the continuous formation and evolution of stellar 
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clusters that lose FUV emission rapidly as the X-ray 
emission increases. Similarly, one should not expect, 
and does not see, a strict knot-to-knot correlation be
tween the X-ray and FUV; several of the star-forming 
regions are probably too young to produce significant 
X-ray emission, while there are a few X-ray knots with
out FUV emission that may be fossil star-forming re
gions. We find that, in a statistical sense, the emission 
downstream of spiral arms has a higher X-ray /FUV ra
tio, as expected from an aging stellar population. How
ever, due to confusion, one cannot place limits on the 
cooling time of the X-ray emitting gas. 

The hardness ratios from the imaging analysis and 
the spectral fits show that, Oll average, the X-ray emis
sion becomes harder as the surface brightness increases. 
However this relation does not allow one to separate X
ray emission from current star formation from that due 
to less recent star formation. 

The global spectrum is complex and not well fit. 
It appears to be composed of a soft component with 
kT '" 0.1 keY, a second component with a distribu
tion of temperatures between 0.2 and 0.3 keY, and a 
third component with a, possibly intrinsically, broad 
distribution of temperatures centered on '" 0.6 keY. 
Fits allowing the abundance of the iron-group elements 
to vary produced reasonable values for the iron abun
dance and produced two component fits of equivalent 
quality. In general, at CCD spectral resolution, al
though the formal errors are small, it appears that the 
temperatures are poorly determined, with many dif
ferent temperature distributions producing the same 
fitted temperatures. As a result, comparing temper
atures between galaxies is not nearly as informative as 
comparing the ratios of the emission measures of those 
components. 
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A. Soft Proton Contamination 

Since X-ray photons, unlike fruits in the market, are 
not marked by their mechanism of origin, when the 
emission of interest fills the entire field of view (as 
in studies of diffuse Galactic emission) one can sepa
rate emission components only by their spectral shape. 
Thus one must have as many independent characteri
zations of the various back/foreground components as 
possible. Long duration flares with only low-amplitude 
variation can easily be missed, while low-amplitude 
flares with durations on the order of a kilosecond can 
be very difficult to remove. Thus the emission due to 
the soft proton flares can be significant even after light
curve cleaning; in the 0.45-1.0 keY band they can pro
duce as much as a tenth of the flux of the Galactic 
foreground. 

Although the backside-illuminated chips (ACIS-S1 
and ACIS-S3) are far more sensitive to the soft proton 
flares, the bulk of the published discussion of the spec
tral shape of this emission has concerned the front-side 
illuminated chips (Hickox & Markevitch 2006). A short 
discussion of the ACIS-S3 can be found in Markevitch 
et al. (2003), where they noted that the spectral shape 
of several flares affecting their data could be fitted by 
a power law with an exponential cutoff where the pho
ton index of the power law was -0.1 and the cutoff 
energy ranged from rv 5 to 7 keY. The fitting was done 
with the redistribution matrix but without the effective 
area function. All of the observed flares had a similar 
spectral shape. 

In order to fit the background spectra for M101, we 
needed a reasonable characterization of the spectrum of 
the residual soft proton emission for both the ACIS-S3 
and ACIS-S1 chips. We attempted this characterization 
using flared observations that had been acquired for a 
number of different studies. The observations used are 
listed in Table 10. 

For each obsid we cleaned the light-curve using a 
method similar to that described in Kuntz & Snowden 
(2008), removing periods when the 2.0-7.0 keY count 
rate was more than 30" above the mean. We then ex
tracted a spectrum over the entire chip from the un
cleaned event file, and another from the same area from 
the cleaned event file. We then scaled both spect.ra by 
their exposure times, and subtracted the clean spec
trum from the uncleaned spectrum. We then fitted that 
result using a unit diagonal response. 

We used a functional form similar to that used by 
~larkevitch et al. (2003) 

(AI) 

and found that it fit all of the flares reasonably well. 
This functional form has the advantage that many of 
the parameters could be fixed for all of the flare spectra; 
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fixing the photon index r to 0.0 increased X2 by rv 4%, 
and fixing the cut-off energy Ec to 0.0 changed X2 by 
even an smaller amount. Only for the spectra with the 
highest numbers of counts (> 50000 counts in 0.35-13.0 
ke V) were the differences between fixed and floating pa
rameter fits visihle by inspection. The "fixed parame
ter" fits for ACIS-S3 are shown in the left-hand panel of 
Figure 22. The remaining parameters, which were al
lowed to vary, are the e-folding energy (Eb) and the nor
malization (N). For ACIS-S3, these two quantities are 
not correlated though there may be some complicated 
relation between the two. We find that the observa
tions studied by Markevitch et al. (2003) form a more 
uniform sample than our expanded sample and that 
given only that limited sample we would have reached 
conclusions similar to those of Markevitch et al. (2003). 

The situation is somewhat different for ACIS-S1. 
First. the ACIS-Sl soft proton count rate is much lower 
than 'that in ACIS-S3, perhaps as a result of vignetting. 
Further, the ACIS-S1 soft proton count rate is not cor
related with the ACIS-S3 soft proton count rate. The 
ACIS-S1 flare spectra shown in Figure 22 are very fiat, 
with very little sign of a cut-off. We find the ACIS
Sl count rate (or normalization) to be correlated with 
the e-folding energy of the ACIS-S3 spectra in the sense 
that the flatter the ACIS-S3 spectrum, the stronger the 
spectrum in ACIS-Sl. For many of the ACIS-S1 spec
tra the total number of counts is quite low, however, 
the'strongly flIIloothed spectra shown in the right-hand 
panel of Figure 22 show that the spectra are usually 
quite flat. Consequently, fitting the exponential cut-off 
with a variable e-folding energy and fitting with a pure 
power law produced the same values of X2 despite the 
very different shapes of those two functions. For the 
lowest flare levels, the fits to ACIS-S1 were very close 
to flat. 

It should be noted that the flares studied here are 
stronger than the typical flares not removed by light
curve cleaning. We cannot test our functional form 
directly on these very low amplitude flares. However, 
our functional form is sufficiently flexible to fit the va
riety of flare spectral shapes seen at higher levels; the 
low-amplitude flares would have to have a very differ
ent spectral shape not to be reasonably well handled 
by our functional form. Thus we recommend fitting 
the ACIS-S3 soft proton emission by 

N exp ( t) (A2) 

where the e-folding energy Eb is typically 3-10 keY, 
but can be much larger for the flattest spectra. The 
ACIS-S1 soft proton emission can be fit with the same 
function, but usually a power law with a photon index 
of 0.0 is sufficient. 

A more flystematic plundering of the archive for long 
expoflures with significant (but not overly large) flaring 
could improve this analysis substantially. 
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Fig. 22.- Left: The difference spectra for ACIS-S3 smoothed by a 277 eY (19 PI bin) wide boxcar function. The 
spectra were all normalized at 10.0 keY, then successively shifted upwards for clarity. The scaling axes are both 
logarythmic. The order of the spectra is given in Table 10, with 19 at the top and 1 at the bottolll. Right: The 
difference spectra for ACIS-Sl. The vertical scale is linear. The dashed lines show the zero-level for each spectra; note 
that spectra often overlap towards the bottom of the plot. The order of the spectra is the same as in the previous 
panel. 
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TABLE 10 

SOFT PROTON DATA 

Obsid Total Clean ACIS-S3 ACIS-S1 Index 
Exposure Exposure Counts3 Counts Numberb 

(ks) (ks) 

326 42.1 36.8 14652 120 17 
650 95.3 66.9 46804 1321 16 
766 38.5 26.7 72793 1215 13 
793 50.9 48.9 5683 53 19 
930 38.1 25.1 24724 604 14 
1520 23.7 19.3 4198 81 18 
1934 29.3 24.7 5571 371 8 
1969 26.7 23.0 7553 137 11 
2030 26.4 19.1 4346 152 15 
2149 28.0 24.2 7048 574 7 
2206 18.7 14.9 6870 44 12 
2213 58.3 55.6 4054 184 10 
3932 47.9 43.3 5223 505 9 
3951 89.0 75.9 24357 5012 6 
4733 24.3 6.3 33603 16238 1 
4743 27.2 23.0 8913 4689 2 
5297 21.6 14.3 18510 4958 4 
6114 65.8 48.0 55205 11137 5 
6152 33.8 26.7 45781 5738 3 

"The number of counts in the difference spectrum for ACIS-S3. 

bThe order of the spectrum in Figure 22; the lower the index. the 
lower the ACIS-S3 normalization. 
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